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This research addresses two intensive computational problems of reasoning 
under uncertainty in artificial intelligence. The first problem is to study the strategy 
for belief propagation over networks. The second problem is to explore properties of 
operations which construe the behaviour of those factors in the networks.
In the study of operations for computing belief combination over a network 
model, the computational characteristics of operations are modelled by a set of axioms 
which are in conformity with human inductive and deductive reasoning. According to 
different topological connection of networks, we investigate four types of operations. 
These operations successfully present desirable results in the face of dependent, less 
informative, and conflicting evidences.
As the connections in networks are complex, there exists a number of possible 
ways for belief propagation. An efficient graph decomposition technique has been 
used which converts the complicated networks into simply connected ones. This stra­
tegy integrates the logic and probabilistic aspects inference, and by using the four 
types of operations for its computation it gains the advantage of better description of 
results (interval-valued representation) and less information needed. The performance 
of this proposed techniques can be seen in the example for assessing civil engineering 
structure damage and results are in tune with intuition of practicing civil engineers.
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview of Reasoning with Uncertainty
Reasoning under uncertain, incomplete, and sometimes inaccurate information is 
pervasive in human life. Similarly, reasoning with uncertainty is crucial to solving 
difficult problems in artificial intelligence. Theories for dealing with incomplete 
information in pure logic form in AI involve nonmonotonic logics (McDermott, 1982) 
and truth maintenance systems (deKleer, 1986). However, the non-numerical 
approaches are inadequate to represent and summarize measures of uncertainty 
(Bonissone, 1987).
Often some variation of numerical characterization is taken to define the 
uncertainty measure. Numerical representations usually take the form of the 
assignment of a point value (as Bayesian probability), intervals on a range (as 
Dempster-Shafer theory) or fuzzy logic approach. Different approaches are described 
in the following sections.
1.1.1. Point-Valued Probability
The mathematical theory of probability enables us to calculate the probability of 
some kind of event given the probability of others. Its most familiar axioms are due to 






What changes the classical probability or frequencies view arise when we 
consider the application of probability to common-sense reasoning. For example, the 
probability of failure of a structure like a nuclear site after earthquake presents much 
greater difficulty of interpretation than those repeatable' events like tossing a coin 
(Genest and Zidek, 1986). To remedy the discrepancy of frequencies view, one 
influential approach (Ramsey, 1926; de Finetti, 1972) sees probability judgments as 
simply subjective expression of confidence, subject not to empirical constraints, but to 
the requirement of coherency: probability assignments should be consistent with the 
axioms.
The term 'belief' is used to reflect subjectivist’s view about the probability of an 
event. Bayes probability theory also abides by the subjectivist view. The theory and 
its derivation has been used in expert systems (for example, MYCIN and 
PROSPECTOR) for a long time. Take PROSPECTOR as an example. Expert system 
PROSPECTOR (for mineral exploration) uses probabilities to represent prior degree 
of beliefs in its hypothesis. Prior information are the odds
0{B)=^~ (1.1.2)
■ p(B)




Propositions A and B can be viewed as the evidence and hypothesis, respectively. 
The posterior odds given evidence A can then be found by Bayesian analysis:
0{B \A)=P- ^ [AJ = -^lfi_)'p(g.) =hO(B) . (1.1.4)
p(B\A) p(A \B)p(B)
The axioms also ensures that an information systems with using probability for 
representing uncertainty would have properties such as completeness (no
/ 3 .
underspecified statements) and consistency (no overspecified or conflicting probability 
assignment). Arguments against point-valued probability measure is the need to 
assess often a large amount of conditional probabilities, and the restriction to sum the 
degree of belief aftd disbelief to one (it is unable to convey our doubt and, hence, any 
ddubt mhst be fepreserited as ah hypothesis).
Fuzz^Ldpe- ■■
Fuzzy logic arises from the need to deal effectively with the complexity of 
human cognitive processes. In the real world, most attributes do not have sharp 
boundaries for T or F as in classical logic. For example, like "John is tall", the 'tall' is 
a property that requires an infinity of truth values to describe it (unless establishing a 
threshold). Fuzzy logic also deals with fuzzy quantifiers, like "most", "few" and etc. 
This makes fuzzy logic more important than multivalued logic in linguistics. The 






p (A=fi)=min(l-p (A)+p 0), 1 +p(A)-p(B))
The measure p(A) denotes the truth value of proposition A.
Fuzzy set theory can be viewed as a way for handling those situations where 
imprecise inputs and imprecise inferences are required without the need to resort to 
the greater complexity of probability theory (Watson, 1987). It provides a richer 
structure in dealing with natural language than either sets of probabilities or convex 
sets probabilities do (Kyburg, 1988). However, fuzzy logic does not embody 




Probability can be regarded as a generalization of predicate calculus also, where 
instead of the truth value of a proposition given the evidence having only the values 0 
(false) or 1 (true), it is generalized to a real number between 0 and 1 (Cheeseman, 
1985). Rescher (1969) defines probabilistic logic to represent probabilities on a first- 
order language:
(Kp(A)<l (1.1.6)
p (A vfi )=p (A )+p (B) if A and B are mutually exclusive 
p(A)=p(B) if A and B are logically equivalent 
p(AYA)=l law of contradiction 
The p(.) is the probability measure.
A recent model proposed by Nilsson (1986) develops an entailment scheme for 
the probabilistic logic. In order to assure consistency, relation among probability 
measures should in accordance with truth table. Take p(A), p(A-»2?) and p(B) as an 
example, it comes out
A 1 1 0 0
A-»B 1 0 1 1
B 1 0 1 0
where ”1" and "0" denote logic true "T" and false "F", respectively. Thus, all 
consistent value assignments of A, A ->B and B will lie in the convex sets formed by 
points (1,1,1), (1,0,1), (0,1,0) and (0,1,0) in the space with coordinates tc(A), n(A-*B) 
and 7t(B). In this example, the value of p(B) is expressed as an inequality: 
p(A-*B)+p(A)-l <p(B)<p(A-*B). Thus, the entailmeht problem has been 
converted into an algebraic problem.
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1.1.4. Interval-Valued Representation
The idea of representing probabilities by intervals can be traced back to Boole 
(1854) and has appeared in Good (1962), kyburg (1982), Smith (1961) and etc. The 
interval used in Boole (1954) indicates the possible dependency relation between two 
propositions: the interval covers all possible values within maximum correlation to 
minimum correlation, kybiirg’s convex set probability (1987) computes the 
maximum and minimum probabilities of certain relation based on a well-defined 
probability distribution. Recent study of interval representation is given by Dempster 
(1967) and Shafer (1976). I)enipstef-Shafer (DS) method, with its root oh probability 
theory, provides a representation which separates values for belief, disbelief and lack 
of belief. The interval representation accommodate the assignment of ignorance to 
the measure of belief based ott evidences while complete observation is impossible. 
Given a well-defined probability measure, the upper and lo\vPr probabilities are 
generated by a specific mathematic mapping with respect to the probability measure. 
For example (Dempster, 1967), suppose 0.8 of'the area of the map is visible and the 
visible area divides into the proportions 0.3 to 0.7 of water and land area. The 
probability that a point drawn at random from the whole map falls in a region of water 
is 0.24 (=0.8x0.3) to 0.44 (=0.2+0.8x03).
The DS’s interval measure is formalized in terms of belief function and 
probability mass assignment. Let 0 be a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set 0 =
. . . ,
Definition: belief function Bel is a measure satisfying:
Bel(0) = O 
Bel (0) = 1
B>elQ{^H1---VHn)> (1.1.7)
^Bel m - ^Bel (tyUfy) • • • + (-l)"'fl Bet U • • • UHJ
i=1 i<j
Definition 2.2: A function m:2e -4[0,1] is called a basic probability assignment (bpa) 
if it satisfies the following:
m (0) = 0
Xm{Hi)=l (1.1.8)
■ #/<=©
The difference between probability measure and the measure of m(.) is 
probability measures assign value to each element in the universe 0, while m(.) 
assign to whole subsets of the universe. The Bel(.) defines the measure of lower limit. 
The upper limit is denoted as Pl(.). Both Bel(.) and Pl(.) are functions of m(.):
Definition: The degree of belief of a subset A of © is defined to be:
Bel (A) = Yi'mifi) (1.1.9)
BcA
Thus, the lower limit of A collects the probability mass of B that is a subset of A.
Definition: The Plausibility of a subset A of 0 is defined to be:
Pl(A)= X m(B) (1.1.10)
BnA*0
The upper limit of A is defined as the summation of mass probability of all subsets 







Denipster-Shafer’s rule of combination brings forth a viewpoint which departs 
from the classical scheme of Bayes’ theorem of updating belief in the presence of new 




These probability reads the revised belief about the hypothesis Bt, in light of the 
knowledge that A has occurred. Prior probability p(Bj) and the conditional probability 
p(A i B{) are assumed known.
D-S’s rule deals with pair of independent evidences. It assumes that (in 
probability notation) the belief of A based on B and C, p (A \B,C), is merely a 
function of p(A \B) andp(A \C) in which no prior and conditional probabilities are 




mi(.) and Pi2(.) are two belief functions. In this simple case, the Dempster-Shafer’s 
rule is obtairied from Figure 1.1 by normalization (excluding the conflict):
r ac-¥(b-^a)c+a(d-c) bd (1112)
1 ’ i-(l~b)c-a(l-d) j
The result satisfies commutativity and associativity. The width of interval is 
monotonically decreasing after combination (more information collected). In Chapter 
2, we will give detailed discussion about this aggregation method.
m i (A)=a, m i (A)=l-b, m \ (©)=b-a 
m2(A)=c, m<i{A)=\-&, m2(©)=d-c






















Figure 1.1. Combination figure
1.1.6. Generalization Approach
To avoid either too specific or too ad hoc ways of dealing with uncertainty, 
generalization compromises the two extremes. Gaines (1984) proposes the SUL 
(standard uncertainty logic), which makes use of mathematical lattice theory, as 
a rigorous formulation to study the differences or similarities between different 
models (for example, probabilistic logic and fuzzy logic).
Another influential approach takes advantage of semigroup theory to model 
the relationship between two quantities. For example, the relationship can be the 
conjunction between two propositions (that is, for truth-value measure p, 
p (AA6)=/ (p (A),p(B)), or combination for two conditional probabilities (that is, 
p(A \B,C)=f (p(A \B),p(A jC)). The scheme stated in (Cheng and Kashyap, 
1988) depicts f(.) in terms of the isomorphic translation function:
f(a,b) = h~\h(a) + h(b)) (1.1.13)
Thus the problem of finding the function f can be solved by finding a continuous 
and strictly monotone function h. For example, if
A(a) = tanh 1(2a—1), (1.1.14)
then resulting combining function is
f(a,b) ah
l-a-b+2'ab
This is the evidence combination rule for probabilities from Bayes theorem with 
equal prior probability, conditional independence and conditional independence 
on negation assuming a=p(A \B)b=p(A\C)mdf(a,b)=p(A \B,C).
1.1,7. Network Approach
The graphs or network model intend to represent independence and elicit 
the causal relation explicitly among elements in the knowledge base. Its 
components in general contain nodes which represent some attributes and links 
which signify the causal relation. The network model propagates uncertain 
knowledge through knowledge base; given link relation with their degree of 
beliefs plus the beliefs of questions, the model is able to determine beliefs of all 
propositions, in particular, belief of the goal.
In the influence diagram model, four types of nodes ate specified, namely, 
decision (for example, experimental outputs), stochastic chance (that is, 
uncertain variable), deterministic chance (for example, cost of experiment) and 
value (that is, final preference). In the belief network model, only the 
(stochastic) chance node is used.
The network can be a tree so that the parent and child nodes are in subset 
relation. For example, if parent node is "car won’t start", then one of the child 
nodes can be "faulty battery system". Thus, all nodes in the tree are possible 
hypotheses. The choice of nodes from different level is only the matter of 
knowledge granularity. The propagation of belief function in a tree has been 
(fiscussed in (Shafer, Shenoy and Mellouli, 1987) in which Dempster-Shafer’s 
combination formula is applied to combine beliefs of child nodes to update belief 
of parent node. Note that Shafer claims the possibility of resolving complicated
networks such as a lattice into a tree for belief function propagation. The 
propagation of probability measure has been discussed in (Pearl, 1986). The 
other type of tree defines evidences and hypotheses relation (for example, in the 
diagnosis tree the evidence is the symptom and the hypothesis is the disease). 
Kim and Pearl (1983) present an algorithm for solving the evidence-hypothesis 
type trees. The singly-connected structure ensures information in different paths 
are independent.
In the inference with a rule-based inference net, only one direction of belief 
propagation is considered according to the indicated direction. Due to the 
reversibility of Bayesian probability, belief network model and influence 
diagram model allow inference in a direction opposite to the direction indicated. 
Therefore, in a network such as a lattice, it is necessary to resolve the multiple­
connectedness to avoid an infinite loop. It is possible to reduce multiply 
connected networks to a singly connected network within Bayesian framework 
(Pearl, 1986). Instantiation of nodes within the loop can break down the loop. 
Appropriate algorithms may be applied to the loopless networks. The resulting 
probabilities are averaged by the probabilities of those instantiated ones.
Spiegelhalter’s (1986) approach contrasts with the method of reduction of 
single-connectedness: it adds links to pairs of nodes that have a common child. 
By identifying all cliques (that is, assign joint probabilities to them), it converts 
networks into singly connected networks of cliques.
Shachter (1986) has developed a sequence of operations to manage the 
uncertainty processing in the influence diagram model. The technique is based on 
Bayes’ theorem to maximize the expected utility. The computation proceeds with 
operations: (1) reversing an link, (2) removing chance node, and (3) removing a 




1.2. Objective of Thesis
In this work, we study evidential reasoning in two levels. In the first level, 
#6 discuss the topic of evidence combination with direct assessments In the 
second level, we study the uncertainty management when our knowledge about a 
certain hypothesis is elucidated in the form of a structured network. The 
primitives of the network model are nodes representing proposition variables and 
links indicating the causal relationship between connected nodes.
The domain dependent expert knowledge is often represented by rules of 
the form (Hajek, 1985)
IF (E) THEN (H) WITH BELIEF (belief) (1.2.1)
where belief is in a numerical form characterizing the degree in which there is 
some evidence, though not conclusive, for the truth of the hypothesis. There are 
at least two different interpretations for the belief. In the first case, belief stands 
for the conditional probability:
belief of the hypothesis ^kp (H |£). (1.2.2)




Belief may be defined in a specific form in some occasions (for example, the 
certainty factor in MYCIN). Sometimes, it is a subjective estimate. We use an 
interval to represent the belief in this work. For example, the statement 'more 
than 70% of chance the rain in the summer time is heavy' is expressed as 
p {Heavy Rain \ Summer Time)>Q.l or [0.7,1].
Another interpretation of belief is that the belief measures the truth of the 
implication rule, that is,
belief associated with the rule = p (E^H) (1.2.3)
(probability or belief in the truth of E^H). Both interpretations of (1.2.2) and
12 ; ■'
(1.2.3) will be considered in the discussion.
In a network model, propositions are represented by nodes and beliefs are 
associated with links in the network. Some propositions are goals and some of 
them are sensors. The aim is to derive beliefs for goals based on beliefs 
associated with sensor nodes where they are provided from the user (for 
example, experimental results). The belief with sensors are propagated through 
the network so that beliefs of other nodes are determined.
For a complex networks, there are many possible pathways that will lead 
the beliefs with sensors to the goals. Two questions arise: (1) Which strategy of 
propagating beliefs with sensor node to the destination nodes should be taken in 
order to gain advantages of better explanation, better tractability and 
modifiability? (2) How would beliefs be computed along with the propagation 
strategy?
1.2.1. Operations
According to different topological connection of links in a lattice, we 














Unlike multiplication is the only operation used in (Bayesian) rule of 
probability, four operations are elicited from the three types of inference for 
computing belief propagation over a directed inference nets. The operation used 
in the first type of inference is named the parallel operation (*); the second is the 
serial operation (•); and {he third they are conjunctive and disjunctive operations 
(®and<2). We briefly introduce each operation.
1.2,1.U Parallel Operation *
The parallel operation deals with the combination of beliefs regarding a 
certain hypothesis. The result of combining two intervals [a,b] and [c,d] is
[aM* \c,d] = [x,yl (1.2.4)
DS formula is an example of the parallel operation. The width of resulting 
interval of DS rule is monotonically decreasing as more information collected. 
This property is desirable when the pair of supports favor (or disfavor) the 
hypothesis at certain level. For combination with highly conflicting evidences, 
this property may not be justifiable: the width of interval should be allowed to 
increase to reflect the uncertainty about the truth of hypothesis due to conflicting 
evidences. For instance, take two evidences represented by intervals [ 0.15,0.251 
and [0.8, 0.9]. Clearly they are in conflict because the first interval [0.15, 0.25] is 
a subset of [0, 0,5] and indicates that it is unlikely that the hypothesis is true. On 
the contrary, the second evidence (0.8, 0.9] lies in the interval [0.5, 1] and 
indicates that hypothesis es likely to be true. The resulting interval of DS is 
[0.56, 0.58]. The small interval means high certainty about the truth of 
hypothesis despite the disagreement between the evidences. This is clearly 
undesirable. Another problem of Dempster’s rule pertains to the requirement of
■■ 14 :
independent or distinct evidences. What happens if we use DS rule to combine 
two highly dependent evidences? Suppose the information about softness and 
color of a berry is provided. The question is to ask the chance that this berry is 
good to eat. Clearly softness and color are not two independent factors: they are 
highly positively correlated. To illustrate, let the estimates about the chance that 
if the berry is soft then it is good to eat be [0.6,1] and if the berry is red then it is 
good to eat be [0.7,1]. The resulting interval of DS rule is [0.88,1]. The result is 
unduly optimistic since most soft berries are red.
Thus, the aim is to develop a general framework for belief combination so 
that the operation will possess a set of fundamental properties (for example, 
associativity), and be able to cope with the case when evidences are conflicting 
or dependent. A novel method using geometrical modelling for parallel 
operation has been presented. This method ensures that the obtained parallel 
operation will have all desirable properties. The parallel operation is in general 
ignored in the current point-valued Bayesian probability analysis.
1.2.1.2. Serial Operation
The serial operation is used to deduce the belief of the consequent part of 
the rule, based on beliefs associated with the antecedent part (or the fact) and the 
rule itself. With the beliefs of the fact [a,b] and the rule [c,d], the serial operation 
is defined as
[a,b]-[c,d] = [x,y]. (1.2.5)
In (Bayesian) probability, the point-valued serial operation is simply the 
multiplication of two numbers (multiplication is used under the assumption that 
probability assignments are coherent). While much attention has been paid to 
the study of serial operation (so called the detachment operator or generalized 
Modus Ponens) in the area of fuzzy logic. For both probability and fuzzy logic, 
the interval-valued serial operation is composed of two point-valued serial 
operations: the lower limit of B is determined based on beliefs of fact (A) and
i
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the rule (A ->B), and the upper limit is obtaihed from subtraetihg the belief of (B) 
from 1. In probability, the lower limit of (B) can be produced from the same 
information, i.e., beliefs df (A) and (A ->B). In fuzzy logic, the lower limit of B 
is determined based on beliefs of the negation of the fact (A) and the new 
information about rule (A—>B).
The point-valued approach however fails to capture the fact embedded in 
Boolean logic: if the rule is known to be true, and if the fact (antecedent part) 
happens to be false, the truth status of B can not be deduced. The interval-valued 
representation can describe this result nicely:
[0,0] • [1,1] = [0,1] (1-2.6)
Like in the case of parallel operation, the aim is to develop a computational 
scheme for interval-valued serial Operation. It can be seeii that the fesult of 
either probability or fuzzy logic can be generated from the proposed scheme by 
adding certain restriction.
1.2.1.3. Conjunctive/Disjunctive Operations
Conjunctive (Disjunctive) operation -is used to combine beliefs of two rules 
with the same antecedent part. Let beliefs of A —>B and A—be [a,b] and [c,d]. 
The conjunctive operation is expressed as
[a,bl®[c,dl = [x,yl (1.2.7)
In terms of point-valued representation of both probability and fuzzy logic, the 
range of the conjunctive statement A-^B^C is well-known (Renyi, 1970; 
Blockley and Baldwin, 1986; Gaines, 1984):
max (0,a+c-l) <x< min (a,c) (1.2.8)
where a=b, c=d and x=y. The conjunctive result A—>B*C is the logic 
consequence of A—>B and A—>C. Hence, it is assumed that interval-valued 




The strategy that leads the sensor’s weights to the goal nodes is expected to 
have (1) good tractability to retain the source of each derived support, and (2) 
reliable uncertainty calculus. Techniques developed in Assumption-based Truth 
Maintenance System (ATMS) (deKleer, 1986) or backtracking method in Prolog 
provide tractability. The Bayes’ theorem provides faithful calculus. Take Figure 
3.4(a) as an example.
• Bayesian method
Based on Bayes’ theorem, we have (also under assumptions of conditional 
independence, conditional independence on negation and independence between 
nodes that are interleaved), we have
Z p(G)p(FhSj |G)p(Ck\FhSj)p(E |Ck)
p(G\E)= Wk _ _ , (1.2.9)
2 \P(G)p(Fi,Sj | G)+p(G)p(FhSj | G)] p(Ck \FhSj)p (E \ Ck)
■ ■ ■ ■ F>.S,,Ct ■ ,
E indicates an evidence which supports the measurement of corrosion of a beam. 
Si, Fi and Ci takes the value S, S, F, F, C and C. Only link information and a 
priori probability p(G) are known. Thus, the goal is to estimate the value of 
p(G|E) based on available information.
Usually, there are many parameters involved in the computation. If we do 
not have information about parameters, then these parameters may vary over the 
entire range. Consequently, intervals obtained from Bayes’ theorem can be too 
wide to convey any useful information. Also, the complexity in Bayesian 
formulation (1.2.9) rapidly increase as more nodes are considered.
• Alternative method
It is possible to retain properties of tractability and reliability, and at the 
same time require less information. We envision the following approach:
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p(G\E) = Z(s*f)-p(Cj\E) (1.2.12)
; ■ ■■■-■.' ' cj
In point-valued representation, serial operation • is simply a multiplication and 
parallel operation * takes the form (1.1.14).
Recall that parallel operation ■■(*) is used to combine two beliefs about a 
hypothesis, p(H |#i) * p(H \E2), where E\ and are sometimes considered 
as 'certain' events. In Figure 3.4(a), 5,- and are uncertain events so that, 
instead of combining the two variables directly, we combine the average impacts 
that the two variables exercise on hypothesis H as shown in (1.2.10) and (1.2.11). 
Cj in (l 2.10) and (1.2.11) is instantiated to either C or C. At the final step, we 
take average of Cj, From (1.2.1|), we in fact decompose the network in the 
matter the computation is carried out along each path as shown in Figure 3.4(b).
Without using operations for simplification, Pearl (1986) suggests the 
following derivation to resolve the multiply connected to singly connected:
p (ShFi | ChE)=Jp (ShFi | Gi,Ci)p (Gi \ ChE) (1.2.13)
p(Si,Fi\Gi,Ci) will be computed by the method in (Kim and Pearl, 1933). 
However, the direct assessment of value p (G; | Ci,E) is often not easy to be 
obtained. Spiegelhalter’s (1986) method requires many higher-order joint 
probabilities which are generally not feasible also.
1.3. Contributions and Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, we consider the first level of evidential reasoning, that is, the 
problem of combining multiple pieces of evidence which concerns one’s belief 
Of the truth of a hypothesis. Evidences may be correlated to each other 
(dependent evidences) or conflicting in supports (conflicting evidences). First, 
assuming independent evidences, we propose a methodology to construct 
combination rules which obey a set of essential properties. The method is based
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on a geometric model. We compare results obtained from DS’s, intervals Bayes 
and the proposed combination rules with both conflicting and non-conflicting 
data and show that the values generated by proposed combining rules are in tune 
with our intuition in both cases. Secondly, in the case evidences are known to be 
dependent, we analyze the dependency problem in terms of the modified 
Bayesian approach. We also consider extensions of the rules derived earlier to 
handle dependency in evidences. The performance of proposed rules are shown 
by several different examples. The results show that the proposed rules 
reasonably make decision under dependent evidences. In general, the topic 
covered in the second chapter is devoted to the combination of two direct 
assessments.
The second level of evidential reasoning is covered in Chapter 3 where 
uncertainty management over a network model to assist decision process is 
discussed. Thus, we identify three types of inference as the fundamental 
operations in uncertainty propagation over the network. Operations are referred 
to as parallel, serial and conjunctive/disjunctive operations. The parallel 
operation which deals with the combination of beliefs about a hypothesis is 
largely discussed in Chapter 2. The conjunctive/disjunctive operations which 
deals with the combination of consequent parts Of rules with the Same antecedent 
has been extensively discussed in various models. We focus the attention on the 
Serial operation which deals with the deduction Of the belief of the consequent 
given the belief of the antecedent part and the belief of the causal relation (that 
is, the if-then rule). The suggested approach to serial operation have two aspects. 
One is to provide a framework so that extremes of those permissible operations 
(that is, operations satisfy certain conditions) will be compatible to Boolean 
logic, and one is to cope with the issue of incoherent belief assignment such as in 
the case of Bayesian probability. Together with different kinds of Operations, we 
study the problem of updating the belief of a proposition in the presence of 
uncertain evidences. An uncertain evidence is represented as a variable 
supported by a certain' evidence; One example is Jeffrey’s rule (3.4.1). The
result indicates how is (3.4.1) represented in a simple network and resolved by 
means of serial (•) and parallel (*) operations.
The decision strategy for belief propagation over complicated networks (for 
example, a lattice) will utilize these four different types of operations. We 
explore the strategy for belief combination over a simple lattice network and 
numerically illustrate the use of different types of operations and their 
combination for solving the problem of damage assessment of a civil engineering 
structure described in a lattice. We also analyze the network with multiple 
evidences. The results indicate that both suggested methods (in simple lattice 
and in multiple evidence case) require more operations (than Bayesian 
formulation), but have the advantages of less requirements of (high-order) data 
and less complexity in computation.
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CHAPTER TWO
EVIDENCE COMBINATION AND REASONING WITH 
INTERVAL-VALUED BELIEF
2.1. Outline of Belief Combination
The objective of this chapter is to deal with the combination of belief? about a 
hypothesis, referred to as evidence combination in many occasions. We will indicate 
the combination rule that combines a pair of evidences about a fact by the operator * 
(that is, the parallel operation). Thus the result of combining two intervals [a,b] and 
[c,d] is indicated by [a,b]*[c,d].
Belief combination which pools different rational agents’ judgments provides the 
basis of reasoning about the reality of occurrence of certain events. In this work, 
agent’s judgment is represented in numerical form which reflects the effect of 
evidence on the rational agents’ knowledge about a hypothesis. The term evidence 
describes the available information, usually incomplete or vague, that is conveyed by 
recollections, observations and measurements (Ruspini, 1987).
It has long been noticed that, when information i? lacking, the probabilistic result 
cah be described in the form of an interval rather than a point value. Boole (Boole, 
1951) considered that the probability of an event, which is deduced from probabilities 
of other events and their conjunction, should be an interval in order to cover all 
possible Statistical dependencies between various events. Interval in Dempster and 
Shafer’s theory of evidence (Shafer, 1976) results from the ignorance about the truth 
in a set of hypotheses, i.e., the interval [a,b] regarding a hypothesis means that 
supports assigned to hypothesis H varies from a to b, the probability assigned to H,
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negation of H varies from (1-b) to (1-a), ( prob(H)+prob(//)< 1), indicating the 
ignorance of the evidence regarding H or H. Furthermore, the necessity and 
possibility introduced in possibility theory (Zadeh, 1978) requires interval 
representation to deal with fuzzy information.
Smith (1961) replaced the prior probability by an interval in computing the 
posterior probability in Bayesian statistics. Huber (1973) applied interval likelihood 
ratio instead of interval prior to the posterior probability also. In evidence 
combination, Cheng and Kashyap (1988b) discussed the the interval Bayes rule, 
(referred to here as IB), which combines two interval conditional probabilities. The 
IB rule is implemented by using the point Bayesian decision rule under assumptions 
of conditional independence and equal prior, which is a convex set, to combine 
lower-with-lower and upper-with-upper limits, respectively. The IB rule is equal to 
Kyburg’s (1987) formulation under certain constraints. Kyburg’s convex updating 
evaluates the maximum and minimum of classical Bayesian conditional probability 
with beliefs represented by convex sets of distributions. However, it is very 
computation-expensive. The relation between IB rule and Kyburg’s formulation is 
discussed in Appendix 1. The implementation of Dempster’s rule of combination 
(1967) is carried out by normalization and multiplication. The table form of 
Dempster’s rule clearly defines semantic meanings of ignorance, support and conflict. 
The combination technique applied in possibility theory extends the concept of the 
rule where normalization is not needed. Yager lists four conditions under which 
Dempster’s rule is considered to be a good or informative combination from a 
quantitative view (1987). One of them states that available information is not highly 
conflicting. For combination with highly conflicting evidences, normalization in 
Dempster’s rule often leads to counterintuitive results (Zadeh, 1986). Techniques 
(Zadeh, 1986), (Yager, 1987), (Hau and Kashyap, 1987) are proposed to achieve 
satisfactory results in terms of conflicting evidences. Another problem of Dempster’s 
rule concerns the requirement of independent or distinct evidences. Blockley and 
Baldwin (1987) suggested a modification to deal with two dependent evidences. 
Combination of dependent evidence has also been addressed in the epistemic logic
model of evidential reasoning proposed by Ruspini (1987).
How do we evaluate the different combination rules? The first criterion is that 
they should possess some basic properties like associativity, commutativity etc. at all 
time. We can constract many rules having these properties including the did favorites 
like Bayes or Dempster-Shafer (D.S.) rales. The key point in which these rales can be 
compared is the principles by which they combine conflicting evidences. For 
instance, does the final result reflect the fact that the components were in conflict? To 
illustrate, take two evidences represented by intervals [0.15, 0^25] and [0.8, 0.9]. 
Clearly they are in conflict because the first interval [0.15, 0.25] is a subset of [0,0.5] 
and indicates that it is highly unlikely that the hypothesis is true. On the contrary, the 
second evidence [0.8, 0.9] lies in the interval [0.5, 1] and indicates that hypothesis is 
likely to be true. The question is how can we develop a combination rule which takes 
into account the fact that the two compdhents are conflicting. If We use the D-S rale, 
the result is the interval [0.56,0.58]. The narrowness of the interval is striking and the 
entire interval lies in [0.5,1J. The narrowness of interval indicates that the evidence is 
decisive, which in the case is not. This feature is there in D-S theory, by default, 
because we can prove that in D-S, the width of resulting interval is always less than 
the width of intervals of the Component evidences, regardless of whether the intervals 
are in conflict or not (Cheng and Kashyap, 1988b). This feature is clearly undesirable. 
On the other hand, the interval Bayes rale and Kyburg’s convex conditionalization 
may provide very conservative results even when a pair of evidences are not in 
conflict. The conservative nature of the Bayes rale is discussed in Appendix 2.
Furthermore most combining rales like Bayes or D-S assume that the evidences 
are statistically independent. However, in practice, it is difficult to test the condition of 
independency. Sometimes we know that the two evidences are dependent, i.e., the two 
experts who arrived at the intervals used the same raw data. Then combining the 
evidences by D-S rales or Bayes is roughly equivalent to using the same evidence 
twice. We have to consider the modification of the decision rale to handle dependent 
evidences.
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Section 2.2 will deal with the basic axioms that should be satisfied by all rules. 
Section 2.3 will discuss the problem of conflicting evidence and how it can be 
handled. Section 2.4 defines the criteria of acceptability. Section 2.5 discusses our 
approach to developing decision rules which obey all the necessary axioms and 
handles the conflicting evidences systematically. Section 2.6 compares the various 
decision rules, namely, D-S, interval Bayes and two new rules, for combining various 
pairs of types of evidence. Section 2.7 handles the dependency problems. Numerical 
comparison of numerical handling is given in Section 2.8. Section 2.9 gives the 
conclusions.
2.2. Necessary Properties or Axioms
Every evidence discussed here is represented by a numerical interval, say [a,b]. 
We will state this as a definition.
Definition (evidence). An evidence e regarding a hypothesis H is represented by a 
numerical interval [a, b] for the conditional belief p(H \ e), i.e.,
[a,b]eS 0<a<p(H \e)<b<l (2.1)
(The p(H j e) is not traditional probability, but it obeys properties which will be 
explained later.) Thus if we represent [a,b] as a vector in a two dimensional 
coordinates system, S will be a triangle as in Figure 2.1.
The first necessary property is closure, labelled (A 1), so that result obeys (2,1) 
Al. Closure
If [a,b]eS and [c,rf]eS, 
then [a,b]*[c,d]eS
"Hie next axiom (A2), commiitativity states the result of combining two evidences 




Figure 2.1 Triangle Region
A2. Commutativity
[a,b]*[e,d] = [c,d]*[a,b]
The next axiom associativity deals with the requirement that when we have several 
(more than two) evidences, combine them pairwise, the final result is independent of 
the order in which they are combined.
A3. Associativity
([a,b] * [c,d]) * le,f] = [a,b] * (\c,d]* \e,fj)
The next axiom (A4), continuity, states that small variations in the components a, b of 
the interval [a,b] cannot alter the final result drastically.
A4. Continuity of * over the interior of region S
The next axiom (A5) deals with the concept of identity.
A5. The interval [0,1] is the identity,
[a,b]*[0,l] = m]*[a,b] = [a,b]
The motivation for this axiom is that when an evidence [a,b] with some definite 
information is combined with another evidence [£i, 1-62] where £i and £2 are very 
small (i.e. this evidence has very little information content), then the final interval
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must be close to [a,b], the evidence with substantial information. The final necessary
property or axiom is symmetry (A6).
A6. Symmetry of an interval
If[a,b]*[c,d] = [e,f],then 
[1-b, =
Recall that [a,b] means that the basic probability in support of H, varies from a to b. 
But this also means that basic probability in support of//varies from (1-b) to (1-a).
We also need the enhancement property When the component evidences are not 
in conflict. This will be discussed later.
2.3. Conflicting Evidence
Recall that an interval [a,b] regarding a hypothesis H means that support for H 
varies from a to b and the support for H, the negation of H varies from (1-b) to (1-a). 
L t• •
Discrimination
^zilower limit of support of H) - (lower limit of support of H)
4fl-(l-/?)=a+/?-l (2.2)
If the discrimination is positive, we will regard H as true, if forced to make a decision 
and H is true if discrimination is negative. Thus two evidences are in conflict if their 
discrimination measures are of opposite signs. We will state this as a definition.
Definition (conflicting evidences). Two evidences specified by intervals [a,b] and 
[c,d] are said to be in conflict if (a+b-1) and (c+d-1) are of opposite signs.
A pair of evidences which do not obey the above definition is said to be non- 
conflicting. Geometrically, the pair [a,b] and [c,d] are in conflict if vectors (a,b) and 
(c,d) do not fall in the same triangle BCD and AGD in Figure 2.1.
It should be noted that a pair of intervals of [a,b] and [c,d] may be overlapping 
and still in conflict, say [0.1, 0.6] and [0.4, 0.9]. The intuitive idea is that most of the 
interval of the first evidence falls in [0, 0.5] (or [0.5, 1]) and the most of the second 
interval in [0.5,1] (or respectively [0, 0.5]).
Recall that evidence with interval [0,1] has no information in it or it has 
maximum uncertainty. We Can regard the width of an interval as a measure of its 
uncertainty. Suppose we have a pair of conflicting evidences [a,b] and [c,d] with 
width (b-a) and (d-c) respectively. Then we expect the uncertainty of the final result, 
say [e,f], be greater than the uncertainties of the individual components, i.e.,
(Bl). If [a,b] and [c,d] are conflicting, and [a,b]*[c;d]=[e,f] then the combining rule * 
isreasohable if |/-e |^max[|fe-d |, |d-c |].
When two evidences are not conflipting, then both the evidences support H (or 
//) (not both), and we expect the combining rule to have reinforcing property in (B2):
(B2). When two intervals [a,b] and [c,d] are not in conflict, the combination rule 
should possess the following reinforcing property
\f-e\<ffitn[\b-a\,\d-c |]
i.e., narrower the width, less is our uncertainty regarding the final result.
Experimental scientists like astronomers routinely use this reinforcing feature, 
i.e., if two different experiments give intervals [0.6, 0.8] and [0.7, 0.9], then the 
combined interval should support hypothesis strongly, i.e., the width of result be less 
than of its components.
2.4. Criteria of Acceptability
As mentioned earlier that evidences can be either conflicting, not conflicting, 
independent or dependent. What are the criteria used to judge whether the 
corresponding interval obtained from different types of evidences is acceptable or 
not? We define the acceptability of resulting intervals of evidences when they are
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conflicting or dependent. The criteria of acceptability will be based on the belief of 
the hypothesis, belief of negation of the hypothesis and the width of intervals.
Case 1. Conflicting (but independent) evidences
Recall that an interval [a,b] regarding a hypothesis H means that support for H 
varies from a to b and the support for H, the negation of H, varies from (l-b) to (1-a). 
Two evidences specified by intervals [a,b] and [c,d] are said to be in conflict if (a+b-1) 
and (c+d-1) are of opposite signs. They are said to be non-conflicting if (a+b-1) and 
(c+d-1) are of the same sign.
Criterion 1 (acceptability for non-conflicting evidences). If two evidences are non­
conflicting, then the resulting interval [a,b]*[c,d]=[e,f] satisfies axiom B2. 
Furthermore, if both [a,b] and [c,d] belong to [0.5,1], then
e >max\a, c] (2.3)
(that is, the support of H increases while the support of H decreases).
Criterion 2 (acceptability for conflicting evidences). When evidences are conflicting, 
the resulting interval [a,b]*[c,d]=[e,f] will Satisfy axiom Bl.
Case 2, Dependent (but not conflicting) evidences
The acceptability of combining dependent evidences is given with reference to 
the case of (independent) non-conflicting evidences. (The resulting interval of non­
conflicting evidences is denoted as [e,f].)
Criterion 3 (acceptability for dependent evidences). The resulting interval 
[a,b]*[c,d]=[u,v] of two dependent evidences will satisfy axiom B2. In addition, if 
both [a,b] and [c,d] are in [0.5,1], then
e>u >min[a,c] (2.4)
(that is, the result of support of H is less than e, but should not decrease), and 
(1-/) < (1—v) < max [(1-fc), (1-d)]
(that is, although the support of H is no less than (1-f), it will not increase).
Consequently, the comparison of results obtained from different combination 
rules will be based on the acceptability defined above.
2.5. A New Approach for Handling Conflicting Evidences
We have already mentioned desirable conflict resolution property (Bl) and the 
reinforcement property (B2). The Dempster-Shafer rule does not satisfy (Bl), the 
interval Bayes rule does not satisfy the identity axiom. In addition, it does not obey 
the property (B2). s
We need a fresh strategy to construct combination rules which obey both the 
necessary axioms (A1)-(A6), the conflict resolution property (Bl) and the 
reinforcement property (B2) in non-conflict situations. We can envision the following 
three steps:
Step 1: Homeomorphically transform (a,b), (a,b)e S, into (u,v), (u,v)eR (1957), so 
that the one component u is equivalent to the discrimination measure (i.e., support for 
H minus support for H given in (2.2)). u < 0 (>0) means discrimination is negative 
(positive) respectively.
Step 2: Let (Mi.vt) and (m2,V2) be the maps of and (,a.2,b2), the two
intervals. Combine (Mt.vi) and (u2,v2) by any function which preserves associativity 
and commutativity (Cheng andKashyap, 1988aand 1989), (Hajeck, 1985). Let
U=/i(«i,M2 )
v=/2(vi,v2 )
Step 3: Map (u,v)eR back into the corresponding point in S, say (e,f)eS; the 
resulting interval is [e,f].
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The step 1 assures the satisfaction of the closure axiom (Al), the symmetry 
axiom (A6) and the conflict resolution property. Step 2 assures the satisfaction of the 
remaining properties. We will give two specific rules:
T-P combination rule (Triangle to plane map)
Step 1. Here we map the permissible triangle region, ABC, into a half-plane region
Figure 2,2 Triangle to Plane Map
Note C=(0,1)-»C =(0,0). The point (a i ,b i) is mapped to (u i ,v 0
, a, N .
«i = (l+aj-^j) * cos(2*cos 1— —')*YYl+a)-/?1V (2.5)
yja.i+(l-bi)2 i=0
ai 'if-
Vi = (l+ai-Z>i) * sin(2*cos 1—--------...... —
Va?+(l-&i)2 i=0
N
Note as ^(l+ai—biy=l/(bi—ai). Similarly, the point {a2, £>2) is
»=o
transformed to (U2,V2)- In order to explicitly differentiate the two quantities a+b-1 <0
Cl 1
and a+b-1 >0 by mapping, we multiply the angle, cos by a factor 2.
V«j+<i-/>rr
This angle is measured between line CA and vector (a\,bConsequently, if 
(a 1 ,b 1) was on line CA, then it remains unchanged and u \=a'\; if (a 1 ,b 1) was on line 
CD, then it is mapped to V axis and Wj=0; \f {ai,bi) was on line CB, then it is
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mapped to -U axis and U\=b\-\. Further simplification of (2.5) becomes
(di+bi-l) n






Note if (fli+fe i-l)<0, then Mi<0 and if (a1+ft1-l)>0, then «i >0. Hence if a pair of 
evidences (a i,bi) and (a2,b2) are conflicting, then their corresponding u-components 
will be of opposite signs.
Step 2. If l<21,Z>i] is mapped to [«i,Vi] and [02.^2] is mapped to [u2,v2], then we 
will use a simple addition rule to combine them
U=ui+u2 (2-7)
V = Vj + v2












-\j(ui+u2)2 + (v1+v2j1 
t = ——======
\+U2)2 + (V!+V2)2
The width of the resulting interval is:
\f-e\=l-t = (2.9)
l+'sjiu i+u2)2 + (V1+V2)2
Note that the width of interval [ai,b{\ can also be obtained from (2.9): when u2= 0
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and V2=0,
Thus, if | u 11 »v! . then | w 11 is the dominant factor in determining the width.




and Mi andm2 316 of opposite signs (v > 0 always), then
(mi +«2)2+(vl +v2)2 *^Mi2 or «22 Hence the value of \f-e | will be greater than 
jb\-a\\ and I b2-a2 i • TP rule satisfies property (B2) automatically, because if the 
two evidences are not conflicting, that is, if u\ and m2 316 of the same sign, then the
value of ^(m 1 +m2)2+(v 1 +v 2 )2 is greater than both '\/m12+v12 and '\^m22+V22". 
Consequently, by (2.9) the width \f-e | decreases.
Let [a,b] be [0.2,0.4]. The variations of e and f with respect to c and d are 
depicted in Figure 2,3.
T-R combination rule (Triangle to rectangle map)
Step 1. The TR rule uses triangle to rectangle map. Note C is mapped to C’, i.e., (0,0) 
in (u,v) coordinates, and D is mapped to D’, i.e., ( 1,0) in (u,v) coordinates. Point 
(a 1,b 1) is transformed to (ui,v 1):
if ai>\-bi (2.10)










where "**" denotes the exponent. Similarly, the point (<22,fo2) is transformed to 
(«2>v2)- Note if (a\+bi-l)<0, then « j <0 and if (ai+^i-l)>0, then u\ >0. Hence, 
like TP rule, if a pair evidences (ai,&i) and (a2,^2) are conflicting, then their 
corresponding u’s components will be of opposite signs.

















As in the case of TP, TR satisfies (B l ) when the two evidences are highly conflicting. 
TR satisfies (B2), because if two evidences are not conflicting, the (1- v) and (1-
2.6. Numerical Comparison with Conflicting Evidences
Combining rules, Dempster, T-R, T-P and interval Bayes (IB), have different 
functionalities in dealing with various types of evidences. The value N=1000 is used 
for TP rule through the following discussion.
EXAMPLE 1. Take the diagnosis of the severity of jaundice of a patient. Suppose 
the patient is checked by two doctors. The report from the first doctor shows the 
condition of jaundice is slight, whereas the report from the second doctor indicates the 
condition of jaundice is severe. A conclusion such as "the condition of jaundice of 
patient A is moderate" is hardly acceptable. It is more appropriate to remain 
indecisive.
As a numerical illustration, let interval [0,0] (or [1,1]) denote that the severity of 
jaundice is definitely slight (or severe), respectively. Suppose the assessment of 
severity of jaundice according to the first test, Tl, and the second test, T2, is
The two judgments are conflicting since Tl and T2 are contained in two disparate 
halfs, [0,0.5] and [0.5,1], respectively. The severity of patient A’s jaundice given by 
different rules are
| u | v^j terms decrease and hence the width reduces.




T-R : [0.48, 0.74]
T-P : [0.42,0.65]
IB : [0.37,0.86]
As expected, the IB interval is unduly pessimistic. As mentioned earlier, the interval 
given by DS has width 0.07 which is much less than the intervals in the original 
evidence namely 0.2. Looking at DS result, there is no indication that it is obtained 
from two conflicting evidences. The entire interval [0.57,0.64] lies in the [0.5,1] 
indicating an acceptance of the hypothesis of jaundice which is completely 
unacceptable. Both the intervals given by TR and TP are acceptable, the interval 
given by TP rule being more narrower.
EXAMPLE 2. The following table giv^s the combinations for four different pairs of 
conflicting evidences.
# data IB D-S T-R T-P
1 [0.15,0.25]*[0.8,0.9] [0.41,0.75] [0.56,0.58] [0.47,0.67] [0.44,0.59]
As expected the IB gives the widest intervals, DS, the narrowest intervals. The 
narrowness of the DS interval (0.02) in Case #1 should be noticed, especially since the 
component evidences are strongly conflicting. As noted the intervals given by both 
TP and TR acceptable, TP having the narrower width than TR. More results are shown 
in the following table where in every case of TP and TR rules, width of the final 
interval is greater than the width of component interval.
2 [0.2,0.4]*[0.6,0.8] [0.27,0.73] [0.47,0.53] [0.35,0.65] [0.41,0.59]
3 [0.01,0.1]*[0 9,0.99] [0.08,0.92] [0.48,0.52] [0.1,0.9] [0.15,0.85]
The final width of Case #3 is greater than final width of Case #2 unanimously. In the 
following case, two intervals overlap with each other:
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4 [0.1,0.6] *[0.4,0.9] [0.07,0.93] [0.35,0.65] [0.16,0.84] [0.24,0.76]
Both intervals are subsets of neither half. Only interval [0.1,0.6] covers more parts of 
[0, 0.5] than [0.5, 1] and indicates that it is more likely that the hypothesis is false. 
Interval [0.4, 0.9] covers more of [0.5, 1] than [0, 0.5] and it indicates that it is more 
likely that the hypothesis is false. The final width of DS, TR and TP rales of Case #4 
are smaller than that of Case #3. The result of IB rale contrasts with results of DS, TR 
and TP rales in the sense the final width of Case #4 is greater than Case #3. IB rule 
fails to tell apart Case #3 and Case #4, although we know two inputs of Case #4 are 
overlapping while inputs of Case #3 are extremes. The unduly conservative nature of 
ffi rale can also be found in the following example.
EXAMPLE 3. Consider several pair of evidences which are not conflicting.
# data Bayes Dempster t-R T-P
5 [0.1,0.2]*[0.3,0,4] [0.05,0.14] [0.1,0.11] [0.06,0.08] [0.22,0.28]
Both intervals [0.1, 0.2] and [0.3, 0.4] are subsets of [0.5, 1] and indicate that it is 
unlikely that the hypothesis is true. The final width of all rales decreases. There is no 
surprise. Also the lower limits of of IB, DS and TR rales decrease. The lower limit of 
TP rule does not decrease and it closes to the average of lower limits of components 
intervals...
6 [0.2,0.6] *[0.2,0.6] [0.06,0.69] [0.24,0.43] [0.14,0.37] [0.25,0.5]
Here the DS ’s property of reinforcement all-the-time is handy. There are no surprises. 
The result given by IB rale for Case #6 is a surprise. The final interval [0.06, 0.69] 
with width 0.61 is unduly conservative - the final width is greater than the width 0.4 in 
the two intervals, and unacceptable considering that we have a pair of identical 
evidences [0.2,0.6], (i.e., there is no conflict!). TP and TR satisfy the property of
reinforcement in these data sets.
7 [0,0.3]*[0,0.4] [0,0.22] [0,0.12] [0,0.04] [0,0.21]
8 [0.7,1]*[0.5,1] [0.7,1] [0.85,1] [0.94,1] [0.77,1]
Tfie;diff^ii<?es;iii;' the upper limits of Case #7 and lower limits of Case #8 of TR and 
TP rules are remarkable. There is a large decrease in the lower limit of Case #7 and a 
large increase in the upper limit Case #8 of TR rule. While both increase and 
decrease of values of TP rule are much smoother than TR rule, TP rule is less 
sensitive to the inputs than TR rule is.
EXAMPLE 4, Interval evidences with zero width are rarely encountered in practice. 
It should be noted that the support in fatvor of H is really estimated based on given 
data. Any point estimate is meaningless without specifying its standard deviations. 
There is no real instance when the standard derivation is zero. Hence evidences like 
[x,x] with zero width are discussed for the sake of completeness. Here zero width in 
TP rule is handled by using a finite N. It should be noticed that IB rule returns a non­
zero width interval [0.5,0.73] in Case #11.
# data Bayes Dempster T-R T-P
9 [0.3,0.3] *[0.9,0 9] [0.79,0.79] [0.79,0.79] [0.79,0.79] [0.57,0.57]
10 [0.8,0.8]*[0.9,0.9] [0.97,0.97] [0.97,0.97] [0.97,0.97] [0.85,0.85]
11 [0.4,0 4]*[0.6,0.8] [0.5,0.73] [0.57,0.57] [0.67,0.67] [0.4,0.4]
As a summary, the IB rule provides very conservative result especially when the 
pair of evidences are overlapping. D-S returns narrower interval all-the-time and 
hence one cannot tell whether the pair of evidences are conflicting of not. The width 
of combined interval obtained from IB rule is always larger than that obtained from
D-S rule. TP rule gives moderate results; however an approximation form is needed 
when dealing with zero width intervals. Such approximation can be an interval with 
small ignorance, [a-e,a+e], where e is small, instead of zero width obtained by using 
finite value of N as in (2.5), TR rule satisfies all desired properties as expected. 
However, both TP and TR rules are sensitive to the combination of intervals with 
different width.
2.7. Dependency Handling
Recall that when two experts arrive at intervals use the same raw data, 
combining the evidences by D-S rule or IB rule is roughly equivalent to counting the 
same evidence twice. How do we develop a combining operation when a pair of 
evidences are partially dependent? Two methods will be stated. First, we use a 
modified Bayesian probability analysis and second, we extend the combining rules 
derived previously to cope with the dependent (positively correlated) evidences. •
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• iriBrule
Suppose hypothesis H be supported by two dependent variables A and C. Let 
Q1 and Q 2 denote the domain knowledge p (H [A) andp (H \ C) so that
Q\=p{H\A)e[aubx]
Q'^-p{H | C) e [a2, b2] (2.14)
and Qi=l-Q 1 andQ2=l-Q2. Assume that variables H, A and C are of equal prior. 
The value of the causal relation p (A,C\H) and p(A,C\ H) varies between the extreme 
of positive correlation and the extreme of negative correlation of A and C with respect 
toH and/?[13], i.e..
Max[p(A |H)+P (C |H)-I0]<p(A,C \H) < Min[p (A \H), p(C \H)] (2.15)
Max\p{A \H)+P(C\H)-l, 0] <p(A,C\H)<Min[p(A \H),p(C\H)]
With the relation shown in (2.15), the lower and upper limits of the combined belief of 
H, p(H\AiC), can be expressed in terms of Q\m&Q2. Rewrite p(H\A,C) as
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eq.(2.16):
p{H\A,C)~ —---- ■ 1 _ :v- (2.16)
up{AJ3\H)pm
p(A,C\H)pm
In the extreme positive correlation case, we use the upper limits of (2.15), i.e.,
p(A,C \H)= Min [p (A \ H), p (C \ //)] (2.17)
p{A,C\H)= Min[p(A\M),p(C\W)]
|ub$tituting (2.17) into (2.16),
p(H\A,C)= _* ^----— (2.18)
Min[p(Am,p(C\H)}p(H)
Min[p(A\H),p(C\ Hyip (//)
= ^ 1■■■■-r—- , since p(A)=p(C)&p(H)=p(H) (2.19)
1( umm^pB\o\
m\p(H\A),p<H\C)]
Then we will use the bounds on p(M |A) and p(H | C) and use p(// \A)=\—p(H j A)'to 
botihds on p(H j A, C):
l 1
p(H\A,C) e [
j Min tl-a,, 1 -«2] ’ 1+ Min[l-b,, l-t>2]
-1 (2.20)
M/n [bl,b2]
llie above rule (2.20) whs derived assuming that the two evidences are highly 
Cditelated, With the degree of correlation equaling 1. We can improve the rule by 
introducing a number p, indicating the degree of dependency, having two properties:
p=oo => correlation between two evidences is 1. (2.21)
p=2 => correlation between two evidences is 0.
p=1 => correlation between two evidences is —1.
Ittiroduce ah associative function T(x,y,p) (BonissOne, 1987):
■ l
T (x,y,p)=(x_^_2)+y_i^_2)-l) (p~2) (2.22)
Then as p—the correlation is Orle and T(x,y,p) tends to Min[x,yj. We can
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(2.20) by replacing the Min[.,.] in (2.20) by the T function:
' 1 : : 1mB rule: p(H\A,C) e [






Recall that the domain of (u,v) coordinates of IP rule derived earlier is the upper 
half plane. We need the family of cT(x,y,p) functions (Cheng and Kashyap, 1989) to 
modify the TP rule:
cT(x,y,p)=(xp +yp)p * . x,y>0 (2.24)
+ {-yf)p , X,y<0
=i-{-xf +yp)p , x<0<y & (-x)<y
■V : J_
=-((-xf -yp)p , x<Q<y & (-x)>y
Using (a,b)—»(u,v) coordinates transformation function (2.6) and substituting (2.24) 
for the addition operation (2.7) in (2.8) yields the following rule










t_. , l,U2,pf + cT(vUV2,p)2
l+^cT(vi,u2,p'? + cT(y1,v2,pyl
The TP rule corresponds to p=l, the independent case. As p-><*>, cT(ui,u2,p) and
cT(vi,v2,p) tend to Max[«i,M2] andMax[vi,v2] which describe the extreme case of 
dependency between two evidences in (u,v) coordinates. The variations of e and f 
with respect to [c,d] and [a,b]=[0.2,0.4] are illustrated in Figure 2.5. It can be seen 
that, except some regions, most portions of the figure are very smooth. (The 
drastically changing regions imply the case of conflicting evidences which will not be 
discussed.) From a control viewpoint, the degree of dependency can be described by
1.5<z?<3: niioderate
However, the linguistic description of degree of dependency, i.e., slight, moderate and 
high, should be substituted with the degree of correlation, i.e., negatively correlated, 
neutral and positively correlated, when function T is used. (But the range of p Value 
remains unchanged.) Roughly speaking, the overall contribution from a pair of 
independent evideiices to the final decision is assumed tb be greater than that from a 
pair of dependent evidences.
The following examples will show the combination with highly dependent 
evidences by DS,TP,mB (eq.(2.23)) and mTP (eq.(2.25)) rules.
EXAMPLE 5. (Kyburg, 1987) Let’s assume that at least 70% of the soft berries in a 
certain area are good to eat, and that at least 60% of the red berries are good to eat. 
What are the chances that a soft red berry is good to eat? Dempster’s rule yields [0.6, 
1]*[0.7, 1]=[0.88, 1] and TP rule yields [0.6, l]*i;0.7, 1]=[0.79, 1]. Both rules show 
the enhancement in belief that a berry ik good to eat if it is soft and red. However, the 
result is unduly optimistic since it is usually the case that itiost soft berries are red. 
The two attributes are related. By taking the dependency between two attributes, red 
and soft, intb account with p=6, mTP rule yields [0.6, 1]*[0.7, 1]=[0.71, 1] and mB 
rule eq.(2.23) yields [0.66,1]. These results indicate only a small amount of increase
in belief due to dependency of evidences. However, the interval of mB rule [0.66, 1] 
is undesirable. The value shows a decrease in belief despite the fact that both 
evidences support the hypothesis. □
EXAMPLE 6. Estimates of whether an approaching airplane is a warplane or a 
commercial jetliner are reported by two passive radars. The dependency between the 
two radars can be viewed as a function of the angle between radar sites and the target 
where the target is the vertex. Suppose that the airplane approaches in a direction 
which makes the angle small so that there is a large amount of overlap in detection 
and hence the two estimates are considered to be highly dependent. Supports of the 
approaching airplane being a warplane provided by two radars are: 
radar 1 : [0.6,0.8]
radar 2 : [0.7,0.9]
The combined result should not be very different from original intervals since two 
reports are highly dependent. Results obtained from D-S, T-P and mTP rules are 
D-S : [0.85,0.9]
T-P: [0.71,0.82]
mTP (eq (2.25)): [0.65,0.82] with p=10 
mB (eq.(2.23)) : [0.67,0.89] with p=10
The D-S and T-P rules all show an increase of support in the hypothesis "approaching 
airplane being a warplane" since the lower limit of both supports, 0.85 from D-S and 
0.71 from T-P, are greater than lower limits of original intervals. As expected, D-S 
rule gives a too optimistic estimate. Whereas the value given by rule mTP is 
acceptable: it makes neither stronger nor weaker confirmation in the hypothesis than 
original evidences do due to dependent detected information. The value given by mB 
rule, like mTP rule, also reflects the fact that detected information are highly 
correlated. □
One possibility for obtaining the degree of dependency would be to use metrics 
of similarity measure as defined in (2.26):
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" 42..:
Atl(^i} + tl{E2>^simiEi,E2) y
P = tl (E i) + tl (E^yisimiE i ,E2) ’
where sim(.,.) is the number of shared attributes of two evidences and tl(.) denotes the 
total number of attributes of certain evidence. Note l<p<°°. Consider a survey as an 
example:
EXAMPLE 7. Two surveys regarding presidential candidates, A and B, are taken 
from the same population. Suppose the first survey contains items {trade sanctions, 
defense budget, energy policy, research project) and the second survey contains items 
{defense budget, energy policy, research project, education), Respectively. Thus 
according to (EQ.26) the value of degree of dependency, p, is 7 which indicates highly 
dependent evidences. Suppose supports to candidate A are: 
survey 1 : {0.6,0.7]
survey 2: [0.7,0. 8]
Again, despite the dependency, the D-S rule gives ^ very affirmative result, [0.82, 
0.87], i.e., a narrower width and a higher level of belief in the hypothesis which can be 
checked by comparing its lower limit with upper limits of original intervals. The mTP 
rule yields [0.65,0.74], whose lower and upper limits lie between the lower and upper 
limits of original evidences. The mB rule yields [0.66, 0.77] which is also acceptable.
2.9. Conclusion
We have presented a method for dealing with the problem of evidence 
combination with interval-valued beliefs. The proposed method ipterprets belief 
combination within a geometrical model. Based on the proposed approach, we could 
obtain combining operations \yhich provide acceptable results in the conflicting cases 
as well as dependent evidences. The proposed combining rules possess several 
properties which often are not taken into account by other approaches in evidence 
combination, We have compared four combining rules, namely, the interval Bayes, 
D-S, T-R and T-P, with various types of evidences. Results show that the proposed
TR and TP rules, like interval Bayes rule, may increase the width when evidences are 
conflicting, and like D-S rule decrease the width when they are not. The suggested 
construction method also allows one to modify the TP (or TR) rule with cT functions 
to cope with dependent evidences without loss of those fundamental properties. 
Several applications show that the modified Bayesian method and modified TP rule 




Figure 2.3. fa,b]=[0.2,0.4]. [e,f]=[0.2,0.4]*[c,di where the operation * is 





Figure 2.5. [a,b]=[0.2,0.4]. Thus, e and f are functions of c and d. 
Functions are given by (2.25). OBDO is the surface of f values. 
OLDO is the surface of e values.
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CMptM tMree :
BELIEF COMBINATION WITH STRUCTURED KNOWLEDGE
3.1. Introduction
A graphic knowledge-representation model is a perspicuous means of 
representing independence in a manner accessible to both human and machine 
reasoners (Horvitz and etc. 1988). The model contains nodes representing proposition 
variables and links indicating the causal relationship between connected variables.
A variety of belief propagation methods has been studied in both directed 
graphical networks and undirected graphical models for a contingency table (Kim & 
Pearl, 1983; Pearl, 1986; Shacliter, 198dj Spiegelhalter, 1986; Darroch et al„ 1980). 
Belief propagation on "qualitative Markov tree" was discussed by Shenoy and Shafer
I ■? -1 ; ■ - '
(1986).
In this chapter, we consider the interval belief propagation over a lattice- 
structured network, i.e., a node may have more than one successor. Thus, the belief of 
a certain hypothesis (proposition) in the lattice will be determined from those relevant 
links. In a lattice, there are so many possible passes to traverse from the fact node to 
IHibi iMe; Each different combination of passes yields a strategy for inferring the 
belief of the goal hypothesis. Only the information associated with links is assumed 
known. Thus, belief propagation over a network with & certain strategy is viewed as a 
procedure to aggregate link information.
We envision three types of belief combination necessary to aggregate link 
itifdtfddtiori in ai lattice: (1) the combination of two evidences about a hypothesis, (2) 
the Combination of uncertainty of a fact £rid a fide, and (3) the Combination of
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consequents with the same antecedent of rules. Each type of combination defines an 
operation with particular functionality. The operation(s) used in the first type of 
combination is called the parallel operation; in the second type it is called the serial 
operation; in the third type they are the conjunctive and disjunctive operations. (The 
four operations roughly agree with Zadeh’s (1986) six types of syllogism proposed to 
describe the possible combinations of the antecedents and the consequents of two 
dispositional premises.)
There is a two-folded objective in this chapter. The first objective is to explore 
the properties of operations of parallel, serial and conjunctive/disjunctive, and develop 
combining formulae for each type operation as mentioned above with emphasis on 
serial operation. The proposed formalism includes some of the basic requirements of 
combination rales as mentioned in Bonissone (1987). Our next objective is to obtain 
the belief interval for a complex system as in a civil engineering structure. The 
knowledge of the structure can be described by a lattice, each of whose links stands 
for either a test or a structure parameter. The information contained in different links 
must be combined using the four kinds of operation mentioned earlier. We consider 
the possibility of different strategies and present one strategy which yields belief 
intervals for damage of the structure with different sets of data which are consistent 
with the intuition of a practicing civil engineer.
We will give a brief description of the contents of various sections. Section 2 
describes how the interval value of a fact or a rale is defined. Section 3 discusses 
parallel type operation. The details of this technique are discussed in Chapter Two. 
The serial type operation is discussed in Section 4. The fourth section describes a 
scheme for combining beliefs about a fact and an if-then rale in series. Some possible 
forms of serial combination rales are shown and properties of these rules are 
discussed. An adjunctive use of proposition operations is discussed also. Both the 
conjunctive and disjunctive types of operation are described in Section 5. The focus 
will be on the difference of basic assumptions of the four operations. In Section 7, a 
numerical analysis Of a structure damage assessment problem described as a lattice is 
covered. In the first part of this section, we compare two strategies of propagating
beliefs in a simple iattice. In the ^ebh(i part, we consider rhultipiS evidences Case. 
The briM Intervals of hypotheses are computed hi the presence of additional rules 
v/hdiie eifecil on the odtairied belief intervals are considered hi Section 6.
3.2. Knowledge Representation
The numerical value assigned to the belief in a proposition (or a fact) crin be 
either a number which is verified by frequency interpretation 6r merely an internally 
generated estimate. For example, the truth of proposition A, the putedme of flipping 
a fair dice will be greater than 4”, has its justification in frequency. On the other hand, 
the belief in proposition B, "JTdhn is heavy", is supplied by persons subjective 
judgement in the sense if John Weighs more, then proposition B becomes more 
truthful. A pair ofieal nrimbferS is used to represent the belief that an agent has in the 
truth of a proposition. The lower limit Of A, L(A), indicates the grade to which A is 
known for certain and the upper limit of A, U(A), is the degree to Which A can riot be 
refuted. In the syriimietric usage of interval, the belief in A is related to U(A) such that 
The iriterval [0,lj describes the state of no information and [0.5,0.5] 
described eqrial belief iri A and A.
The if-iheri type rule has been studied within probabilistic logic (Reichenbach, 
1947; Nilsson, 1986) and fuzzy logic (Dubois and Prade, 1985). A semantic 
interpretation of an if-then rule is required in order to choose an appropriate 
mathematical model for its representation. The interpretation of the material 
ffi^licltidri iri "A-»J?istrue" iri many-valued logic is that the consequent B is at least 
as dud as the antecedent A. the degree of truth of A->B quantifies the degree by 
wiliich B is at ledat as tfud as A (Smets arid Magrez, 1987).
In probabilistic logic, if A and B are crisp proportions, A->B Can only be true or 
false with p(A-»B) means that the probability is either p(AY5) (probability of a 
condition) or p(B |A) (conditional probability). In terms of the belief interval 
representation of a probabilistic if-theri rule, it is customary to have two different 
ways of value assignments. The first way, used iri (Chatalic, Dubois, and Prade, 1986), 
is to have the lower limit of the belief interval represent the degree to which the rule is
valid and the upper limit expresses the extent from which the belief of a contradicted 
term is excluded. In Boolean logic, if A—is expressed as A VB, then the contradicted 
term is AAB such that
if L(A-^B)-L(A^B)=c \ (3.2.1)
then U{A-4B)==£/ (AvB)=l—L(AfB)=d.
The second view is to interpret the belief interval as lower and upper bounds of 
Conditioning, Under the probabilistic interpretation, the lower limit is the measure of 
belief in B given A is true; the upper limit is equal to 1 subtracting the degree of belief 
in B, assuming that A is true, i.e.,
if L(A-*B)=s (3,2.2)
then U (A —>B )=1—L (A —»B)=r.
The probability of a fuzzy proposition with non-Boolean logic truth value will 
not be considered. In the following sections, each type of operation will be discussed 







3.3. Combination of Two Evidences about a Hypothesis
In this section, we briefly describe the parallel operation and give comments on 
the antecedent disjunctive expression.
3,3,1. Operation (*)
The combination of two pieces of evidence to evaluate the belief of a hypothesis, 
referred to as the parallel operation, is expressed in the antecedent conjunction form:
A->C \ja,b]
. - . - .•■ ■■__________ (3.3.1)
[Cjjf ]
Where A, B and C are propositions and ai, 0C2 and a are associated beliefs. Thus, the 
parallel eombihation of two intervals [a,b] and [c,d] is denoted as:
(3-3.2)
Fdf ielcatiipihi id bidei' tb khoW whether a cherry is good to eat or hot, one may test tit 
simply by its color and softness. The values of color and softness attributes serve as a 
pair of evidences to the hypothesis With regardto a cherry’s taste. Thus, the 
Obhvbf|lht Ohefatidh IS used to lOeate the certainty range of hypothesis e (i.e., the 
Ohetif iS SWeet) based oh the findings of its color and softness. Propositions A and B 
correspond to attributes color and softness respectively.
Often evidences refer to experimental results tit actions taken. Experiments and 
actions aieprocedures and hot statements. The experimental results Or actions are 
normally considered as certain, rather than uncertain, facts. Hence, the Syllogism 
form of (3.3.1) may not wholly correctly capture the intended meaning of evidence 
combination: the term combination does not necessarily imply the logical connective 
'k'. The evidence combination stresses on how to pool together those influence 
exercised by experimental results or actions on the hypothesis. The procedures of 
constructing combining rules of (3.3.1) with certain facts in terms Of probabilistic 
conditioning rules has been deliberated iri Chapter Two. If facts are uncertain, then 
the impact of those uncertain facts that bears upon the hypothesis must be taken into 
account. As a imatter Of fact, an uncertain fact can always be replaced by another 
hypothesis supported by i certain fact. Issues with uncertain evidences will be 
discussed in Section 3.9 as it involves serial type operation.
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3.3.2. Antecedent Disjunctive Form






The results obtained from the above operation are quite different from the ones 
obtained from expression (3.3.1). Recall that reinforcement property is assumed in 
evidence combination so that the combined belief is expected to be more affirmative 
than any one of the elementary beliefs if both evidences positively support the 
hypothesis. Suppose both evidences are supportive, (that is, 
p(H |A,C)>max[p (H \A),p(H | C)]), the value of antecedent disjunctive expression 
p(H | AYC) does not increase and its value will be less than the greater one of the two 
elementary beliefs. For example, p(H \A^C)<p(H |A) if p(H |A) is greater than 
■ p(H\C). The result is surprising, because it not only indicates the antecedent 
disjunctive form does not have reinforcement property but also implies that expression 
(3.3.3) does not possess the same set of axioms as (3.3.1) does.
On the other hand, suppose that both evidences are negatively supportive, (that 
is, p (H j| A, C)<min[p (H \ A),p (H | C)]), the value oip (H \ AvC) will not decrease and 
be greater than the smaller one of the two elementary beliefs. For example, 
p(H\AvC)>p(H |C) if p{H\C) is smaller than p(H |A). Similar to the case of 
positive reinforcement, the result of (3.3.3) somewhat runs counter to that of (3.3.1): 
the latter one yields smaller value after combination while the former one does not. 
Thus, in general it is hard to give for antecedent disjunction form (3.3.3) an 
appropriate combining formula.
In terms of the logical form interpretation of the if-then rule, AYR, combining 
formulae for expressions (3.3,1) and (3.3.3), coincides with consequent disjunctive 
and conjunctive operations which will be studied in Section 3.8.
3.4. Combination of a Fact and a Rule in Series (•■).
The combination of a fact and a rule (i.e., the serial operation) refers to as the 
deduction about the belief in the consequent, a, based on the beliefs associated with 
the fact, ai, and the rule itself, «2. For example, \ve like to know whether a person 
stiffers from jaundice. One striking symptom of this illness is color of skin which 
turns to yellow. As a result, the finding of this person’s skin color being yellow gives 
credence to the hypothesis that this person has jaundice. Let oq be [a,b], «2 be [c>d] 
Urid a be {e,fhthe Serial operation is defined as follows:
Fact A [a,b]
Rule A—>B [c,d]
Then combining the interval of a fact, | a,b], and the interval of a rule, [c,d], by using 
serial operation is indicated by
\Q,b] •\e,d] = \x,y] (3.4.1)
In Section 3.4.1, we analyze properties of the serial operation arid present the 
framework to compute it. We give justifications to some of those derived serial type 
Cdmbirijng fules iri Section 3.4.3. Also, in Section 3.4.6, we discuss the adjunctive 
view of serial operation.
3.4.1. Axioms and Rules for Serial Operation
A variety of serial combining rules have been proposed. Most of these serial 
combining rules presuppose that the beliefs of both the observed fact arid the if-then 
riile afe defined iri a coherent manner: values are generated to be consistent with 
respect to certain conditions (for example, axioms of probability). Iri many instances 
this will clearly not be the case. For example, the most frequently discussed method 
of obtaining a probability distribution p, bassed on Occurrence Of ari event A, is
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Jeffrey’s rule:
p(B)=p(B \A)p(A)+p(B \A)p(A). (3.4.1)
The multiplication between the two terms p(A) andp (B \ A) is not the only reasonable 
way for calculation. The use of Jeffery’s rule presupposes that both p(A) and p (B |A) 
have been previously quantified coherently. In practice, the value of p(B\A) is 
provided by experts during the system developing stage, while the value of p(A) can 
only be prepared as the experimental results when the system is executed, f The 
difference in the assessment of p(A) andp (B \A) leads us to employ other alternatives 
rather than multiplication. In Boole’s example (1854), the probability of the event "It 
hails", based on probabilities of events "It thunders", p, and "It thunders and hails", q, 
is located in the range between q and q+l-p, because the dependency relationship 
between events are unknown.
In general, we might only expect those serial combining rules to obey some 
axioms which describe the functionality of a fact and a rule in serial combination. As 
the fact and the rule may have different impacts on the uncertainty of the conclusion 
part, the serial operation will not include commutativity as one of the basic properties.
Property SI indicates that the belief of a rule is the dominant factor in 
determining the annihilator:
SI. (right) Annihilator:
[a,b ] * [0,1] - [0,1]
The motivation of this property is due to the fact that the rule is the only factor 
carrying information about the consequent. If the rule is less informative, so is the 
belief of the consequent part. On the other hand, if the observed fact is true for
t Some people discuss the different kinds of uncertainty. For example, in (Mamdani and 
Efstathiou, 1985), the kind of uncertainty applied to describe the severity of a symptom of a 
particular disease should be distinguished from the kind of uncertainty used to describe user’s 
certainty that the symptom is present. So using single measure to aggregate these separate factors 
will make interpretation of numbers difficult. However, we only concern here with the issue of 
coherent value assignment in (Bayesian) probability.
certain, the belief of the consequent part will solely be determined by the information 
of the rule. In other words, the observed fact with value [1,1] is considered as the 




A yievfooint of many logic systems (including probabilistic logic) is that the 
extremes of all scales are expected to be compatible with Boolean logic. If the rule is 
known to be true, i.e., the interval v4lue of A—$B=AXB is identical to [1,1], and if the 
fact happens to be false, i.e., the interval value of fact A is [0,0] or of the negation of 
the fact A is [1,1], then from these information the certainty range of B is still 
completely unknown. In fact, the interval value of B can take any subinterval from 
[0,1], The next property reflects this thought:
S3. Gondifion of total ignorance; ;
[0,0] *[1,1] = [0,1] w
Note that this property cannot be' handled within the point-valued uncertainty 
representation. In fact, this axfojtfi explains the necessity of using interval 
representation for serial operation.
We also need enhancement properties to describe the measure of interval 
obtained from serial operation. The width of an interval is regarded as the measure of 
uncertainty. The next property, Tl, indicates that uncertainty of the deduced interval 
increases: ■■
Tl. Increase of foe measure of interval:
[a,b ]-[c,d] = [x,y ] implies\y-x\>\d-c\
Note that the property which increases the measure of interval contrasts with that of 
the parallel operation (3.3.1) case where the measure of interval may decrease when 
two evidences are not conflicting. Only the interval associated with the rule is taken 
into consideration in Tl.
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The associativity is another desirable property to the deductive type inference, t 
If operations satisfy associativity, then the chain rules, A-^B, B—>C, C-^D, can be 
compressed and stored in the form A—>D.
T2. Associativity
In point-valued representation, the computation of chaining-rule involves only 
multiplication, and hence, it is always associative. However, associativity will not be 
considered as a necessary property of serial operation.
3.4.2. Constructing Serial Combination Rules
The serial operation needs to satisfy axioms S1-S3, the property T1 (and perhaps
T2). In general, the serial operation can be expressed as
where the range of functions k and l vary from 0 to 1. Based on axiom S1, when c—0 
and d=l, the value of k(a,b,0,l)=0 and the value of l(a,b,0,l)=l. Similarly, according 
to S2, with a and b assigned to 1, we have values for functions £ and l be k(l,l,c,d)=c 
and l(l,l,c,d)=d, respectively. In addition, by using axiom S3, we have k(0,0,l,l)=0‘ 
and 1(0,0,1,1)=1. Summarize the results as follows:
Recall that if we represent interval [a,b] as a vector in a two dimensional 
coordinates system, all permissible intervals will form a triangle as in Figure 3.1. 
Intervals with the same width of [a,b] are located on line l\. Intervals with smaller 
width will be on line which is closer to point (0,1).
t The transitivity deals with relations. Here, we deal with numerical values.
([a,b] • [c,d])' [e,f ] = [a,b] • ([c,d] • [e,f])
[a,b]'[c,d]= [k(a,b,c,d), l(a,b,c,d)]y (3.4.2.1)
(3.4.2.2)
(3.4.2.3)
Figure 3.1. Triangle region. Line l\ is parallel to line lg and parallel to BC. 
Intervals with the same width of [a,b] are located on line l\. Intervals with 
smaller width will be on the line which is closer to point (0,1). Thus,
Recall that property T1 indicates the increase of uncertainty of interval after 
serial combination. We use binary associative functions of negative reinforcement 
and of positive reinforcement (Cheng and Kashyap, 1987) to describe functions k and 
l The review of both negative reinforcement, T(.,.), and positive reinforcement, S(.,.), 
functions are given in Appendix 4. Assuming that function k(a,b,c,d) is expressed in 
terms of T(.,.):f
k(a,b,c,d) = T(a,c) (3.4.2.4)
Only a and c are used in computing the lower limit. For real numbers x and y in the
ac l-a(l-d)
range [0,1], the result of function T(x,y)=0 if either x=0 or y= 0, and T(x,y)=x if y=l 
(and vice versa). Thus, function T(.,.) satisfies condition (3.4.2 2). According to 
(3.4.2 4), the value of k(a,b,c,d) varies from max(0, a+c-1) to min(a,c).
Assuming that function / is expressed in terms of S(x,y). Function l(a,b,c,d) can 
be in the form:
l{a,b,c,d)=h~x(Jt{b-a)+h{d))^kS(ib-d),d) (3.4.2.5)
Here, c is not involved in the computation. Consequently, the desired combining rules 
will be constructed from (3.4.2.4) and (3.4.2.S):
[a,b]'[c,d]=[T(a,c), Si(Jb-a),d)\ (3.4.2.6)
Thus, formula (3.4.2.6) satisfies properties S1-S3 and Tl.
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3.4.3. Justification of Serial Combining Rule
In practice, functions S(.,.) and T(„.) are assumed to be dual, i.e., S(x,y)=l-T(l- 
x,l-y). In case T(x,y)=xy and S(x,y)=x+y-xy, (3.4.2.6) becomes:
[a,b~\'{c,d] = \ac, d+(l-d)(b-a)] (3.4.3.1)
We will give justification for formula (3.4.3.1). The logical consistency relation 
among A, A-^B=A^B and B is shown in Figure 3.2. The {A, A-»B} is the base set 
from which B is deduced:
,r_ a a^b b : ■
T ■ T T
. T .'.-':-F:-,- V,v.;-,;;f:'
F:'.;-._.;J,T TF
F F (not allowed)
Figure 3.2. Logical relation among A, A ->B and B
According to Figure 3.2, the truth status of true(A) and true(A->B) acts as the 
necessary condition for B to be true (that is, true(B)). This implies that only the
certainty associated with the first row contributes to the lower iirnit L(B), On the 
other hand, the necessity for B to be false is when true(A) and false04 —>fi) hold. 
Also, the forbidden case occurs when both false(A) and false(A—>B) hold.
Suppose muhiplieation of values L(A) and L(A—is used, the lower bound of 
B will be equal to ac. By the same token, the lower bound of L(B) equals a(l-d). 
Also, the value conveyed by the forbidden ease is the amount (l-b)(l-d). The 
forbidden case delimits the plausibility of truth ip B. The upper limit U(B), therefore, 
is equal to subtracting L(B) and the value of forbidden case from 1, i.e., l-a(l-d)-(l- 
b)(l-d). Putting the lower and upper bounds together, we have the interval [ac, 1-(1- 
(b-a))(l-d)].
3.4.4. Alternative Serial Operations
Alternative expressions of function l(a,b,c,d) can be
l (a,b,c,d)=d. (3.4.4.1)
Only d is used to determined the upper limit. If the lower limit k(a,c,b,d) is ac, the 
resulting interval will be
[a,b]-{c,d] = \ac, d]. (S.4.4.2)
The formula (3.4.4.2) can also be obtained from Figure 3.2 by using maximum value 
of forbidden case, i.e., the value of false(A) is assigned to (1-a), instead of (1-b), and 
the value of false(A—»B) is still (1-d). Substituting (1-a) for (1-b), the upper bound 
U(B) becomes l-a(l-d)-(l-a)(l-d) which is d.
Suppose the function kis max(Q,a+c-l), then the interval (3.4.4.2) becomes
[a,b]'[c,d] = [max(0,a+c-l),d] (3.4.4.3)
The interval of (3.4.4.3) is in conformity with the result of Nilsson’s probabilistic 
logic(1986)apprpach.f
Another alternative for function l will be
l{aAc4>h~l{h{\-a}^h{d)^S{{\-ay,d) (3.4.4.4)
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Let S(x,y) be equal to x+y-xy, the interval is
[a,b] • [c,d] = [ac, l-a+ad] (3.4.4.5)
The upper bound is obtained by excluding the value of L(5) from 1 only. It can be 
seen immediately that among intervals [ac, d+(b-a)(l-d)], [ac, d] and [ac, l-a+ad], the 
measure of interval [ac, l-a+ad] yields the largest width, [ac, d+(b-a)(l-d)] the second, 
and [ac, d] has the least width.
Parameter d is crucial in determining the upper limit. This result is in 
accordance with our assumption that the belief associated with the rule has dominant 
influence on determining the belief of the hypothesis.
Note that upper bounds obtained from above equations are all greater than d. 
However, if d is equal to 1, then the upper limit computed by the three serial 
operations (3.4.3.1), (3.4.4.2) and (3.4.4.5) will all be 1. In this case, the usage of 
interval uncertainty does not help us to determine the upper limit (Tong and 
Appelbaum, 1987). Alternatives such as combination rule
[a,b]-[c,d] = {ac,d-c(b-a)] (3.4.4.6)
may be applied to obtain more informative results (that is, in case d equals 1, the 
upper limit can be less than 1). Formula (3.4.4.6) satisfies both SI-S3 and Tl.
Axioms concerning facts and rules stated in the first order logic are discussed in 
Appendix 5. The serial type combining rales of the first order logic differ from those 
of proposition logic in that they satisfy commutativity which is generally violated by
t In the extreme case, relation among probability measures p(A), p(A-+B) and p(B) should 
coincide with truth table:
: A : 1 '' 1 0 '■■■" 0
■■'V''"'"' ■ A-*B : 1 0 1 1
v / B 1 > 0 1 0
where "1" and ”0” denote logic true "T" and false "F", respectively. Thus, all Consistent value 
assignments lie in the convex sets formed by points (1,1,1)’, (1,0,1)’, (0,1,0)’ and (0,1,0)’ in the 
space with coordinates 7U(A), 7C (A-+5) and 7C(B). Thus, the inequality holds 
p (A->B)+p (A)-l <p(B)<p (A-+S).
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Formulae (3.4.4.2) and (3.4.4.5) will be applied to discuss network propagation 
problem as they have been mentioned in literatures most often.
3.4.5. Reduction of Chain-Rules
Property T2 (associativity) puts a stringent constraint into the construction of 
serial type operation. Actually, combination rules of the generic forms such as 
[T(a,c),S((l-b),d)], [T(a,c),S((l-a),d)] and [T(a,c),S((b-a),d)], all violate associativity 
(they satisfy axioms Si-S3 and Tl). Take interval [T(a,c),S((l-b),d)J as an example, 
we will show here (with the properties of functions T(.,.) and S(.,.)) that this interval 
does not obey associativity. If we substitute S((l-b),d) into left-hand and right-hand 
sides ofT2, we have equality (3.4.5.1):
; S([l-S(l-M)],/) = S(l-b, S(l-d,f)) - (3.4.5.1)
Function S(.,.) itself abides by associativity. Thus the right-hand side of (3.4.5.1) 
becomes
S (1-P.S (l-d,f)) = S(S (1-b, l-d), f) (3.4.5.2)
By comparing (3.4.5.1) and (3.4.5.2), and using monotonicity of S(.,.), we can 
eliminate the variable f from both equations and obtain
1 - S(l-b,d) = S(l-b, l-d). (3.4.5.3)
If function S(.,.) is chosen such that S(x,y) > max(x,y), then the only possibility that 
(3.4.5.3) holds occurs when variable b always equals 1. The result is obviously 
undesirable. Otherwise, if S(x,y) = max(x,y), then to satisfy (3.4.5.3) it is necessary 
that 1-b < d and 1-b < l-d. In general, it can be concluded that intervals [T(a,c),S((l- 
b),d)] do not possess associativity. By the same token, intervals with upper limits 
defined in [T(a,c),S((l-a),d)] and [T(a,c),S((b-a),d)] will not satisfy T2. Formula 
(3.4.4.5) is <7Ma.9/-associative, because the evaluation of both lower limits L(B) and 
L(Z?) are associative, respectively (U(B) is equal to that 1 minus L(B) only). Only 
formulae (3.4.4.2) or (3.4.4.3), i.e., [ac, d] or [max(a+c-l), dj, satisfy T2. Thus,
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formulae (3.4.4.2) and (3.4.4.3) have the most properties.
3.4.6. Adjunctive View of Serial Operation
Adjunctive interpretation (Reichenbach, 1947) of an proposition operator (for 
example, a, y and —») has been adopted within the multivalued logical framework 
Where the degree of truth of a compound proposition is only a function of the degree 
of truth of its elementary elements. Let v (.) denote the degree of truth of a statement. 
In the adjunctive use of an implication operator, we have
v(A-4R)=F(v(A),v(S)).
Thus, the truth value of A is defined in terms of the components v(A) and v(B).
This is not appropriate in our case because we do not know v '(B).
One could compute v(B) by operating on the function F(.) assuming that v(A) 
and y (A -»JB ) are given.
We examine the results of adjunctive use with respect to properties SI,-S3, T1 
and T2 of serial operation. Define connectives v and a in the following ways:
v(AyB)4S(v(A),v(B)) (3.4.6.1)
= h~1(h(y(Ay) + h (v (£)))
v (A aB)4=T(v (A), v (B)) (3 4.6.2)
= g-\g(v(A)) + g(v(B))).
Using (3.4.6.1) by substituting A for A, we have the following equality
h (v (A)) + h(v(B)) = h(v (A vR)). (3.4.6.3)
By definition, V
v (B)=h~l (h (v (AW))-h (v (A))) (3.4.6.4)
Now recall A—>B=AVB,
v(B)=h~l (h(v(A-*B))-h(v(A))). (3.4.6.5)
The lower limit of v(B) is obtained by using the lower limit of v(A—»£) (i.e.,
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L(A->B)=c) and the upper bound of v (A) (i.e., U(A)=\-a). Substituting the value of 
c and 1-a in (3.4.6.5) yields the lower limit L(B):
(3.4.6.6)
Siibstitutihg B for B in (3.4.6.2), it becomes
g (v (AW)) = g(v(A)) + g(v (fi)). (3.4.6/7)
Note the term A AS is the negation of AW. The upper limit of v(B) occurs when 





If g(x)=iogx and h(x)=iog-p-r, then the range of v (B) is 
,a+c-l b+d-l 1
I"~ “ T “j
a b (34.6.9)
Let g(x)=l-x and h(x)=x. Thus the range of v (fi) is given by the interval (3.4.6.10):
imax(0,a+C'-l),max(6,ft+d---l)] (3.4.6.10)
Formula (3.4.6.10) is referred to as the ihterval-valued Lukasiewicz operator. 
Note that in (3.4.6.10) v(A) and v(A—>5) are commutative and not the case of 
previously derived serial operations. Formula (3.4.6.10) does not satisfy the property 
of annihilator. Hence, using (3.4.6.10) to combine ah interval [a,b] with a vacuum 
interval [0,1], which indicates no information about the hypothesis, will lead to an 
interval with some information [0,b] about the hypothesis. This result is undesirable. 
However, it satisfies T2. Formula (3.4.6.9) is even worse as it violates S1-S3 and T1-
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T2.
The underlying serial type operation pertains to the nature of the rule of 
inference. It is not compatible with adjunctive view of implication —» operation. 
Therefore, it should be noted that adjunctive use of implication operation does not 
have the same properties as intervals (3.4.3.1), (3.4.4.2) and (3.4.4.5) do.
3.5. Combination of Consequents with the Same Antecedent of Rules
In this section, we introduce the conjunctive and disjunctive operations which 
both have the form of combining two consequents with the same antecedent part of 
rules. Also, we emphasize the similarity and difference among four operations.
3.5.1. Conjunctive Operation (<5)
Define the conjunctive operation as follows:
A->C [c,d]
A-^BhC [X,y]
Thus, the conjunctive operation which combines intervals associated with statements 
A —[a,b], and A—[c,d], to infer interval value of A is indicated as:
[0,^3 <S>[c,^a = (3.5.1.1)
For example, if a patient suffers from a pain in his chest, then he might have heart 
disease. In addition, the heart disease may cause other syndromes such as circulation 
problem. To analyze the patient’s disease, it is necessary to examine whether he has 
both heart and circulation problem.
Assume that the belief in the truth of the conjunctive compound statement is less 
Certain than the belief in the truth of its components. In other words, the truth of 
compound statement will decrease after the application of conjunctive Operation. The
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conjunctive operation is expected to satisfy the following four axioms. The first 
axiom indicates that the interval [1,1] is chosen as the identity element:
Cl. Identity:
[1,1 m,d} = [c,d]
ITie motivatipn of this axiom is to describe the decrease in belief when the 
conjunctive operation is used. However, as an extreme case, the result obtained from 
using conjunctive operation to combine interval [a,b] with one completely true 
information [1,1] is assuming to be [a,b] without any change. Subsequently, the next 
axiom C2 states interval [0,0] as the annihilator:
C2. Annihilator:
[0,0]<$c,d] = [a,&m0] = [0,0]
The next axiom is the commutativity:
C3. Commutativity:
[a,b] ®[c,d] = [c,d] ®[a,b]
Axiom C4 is associativity:
C4. Associativity:
(\a,b] ®[c,d]) ©[*,/] = [a,b] ©( [c,d] ®[e,f])
Assuming
[a,b] ®[c,d) = [Tl(a,c)J1(b,d)l (3.5.1.2)
Functions T\ and T2 are defined in (A4.1), but need not be the same. Although 
T i(a,c) < min(a,c) and T2(b,d) < min(b,d), this does not imply the measure of interval 
of^\T2(b,d)—Ti(a,c) \ will be less than \b-a | and \d-c j. One example of this type 
operation can be
fab](E)[c,d] = [max(Q,a+c-l), min(b,d)]. (3.5.1.3)
Formula (3.5.1.3) satisfies axioms C1-C4. Using (3.5.1.3) to combine intervals [0.5,
0.8] and [0.1,0.4] yields the interval [0, 0.4] which has greater width than its 
components’. But the combination of [0.5,0.8] and [0.1,0.4] with rule (3.5.1.4)
[a,b}Mc,d] = iac, bd] (3.5.1.4)
will yield the interval [0.05, 0.32] whose width of interval is less than both 
components’.
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3.5.2. Disjunctive Operation ((2)




The disjunctive operation which combines interval values of A —>B, [a,b], and A—»C, 
[c,d], to infer interval value of A—>5vC is represented as:
[a,h]©[c,rfl=l>:,y] (3.5.2.1)
The belief in the disjunction of two propositions based on the same evidence is 
assumed to be reinforced in the sense that we are more certain about the truth of the 
disjunction of two propositions than the truth of each individual proposition. Similar 
to conjunctive operation, the disjunctive operation needs to satisfy axioms D1-D4. 




The identity element of disjunctive operation is the "reciprocal" of annihilator of 





\a,b]<^,d] = \c,d] ©[«,£>]
D4. Associativity: :" v v'
( W ]©M])Me,f ] = [a,b) ®({c,d] ®[e,f U )
Assuming
■ [a,b]®[c,d] = [S1(a,c),S2(b,d)l (3.5.22)
Functions S\ and S2 are defined as in (A4.2). Formula of (3.5.2.2) satisfies axioms 
D1-D4. The measure of resulting inteffal obtained from disjunctive operation may 
not increase despite the fact that S i (a,c) > max(a,c) and S2(b,d) ^ max(b,d), If 
■S’1(x,y)=max(x,y) andS2(x,y)=min(l,x+y), then the disjunctive Operation is
[a,b] ®[c,d] = [max(a,c), min(l,b+d)] (3.52.3)
Using (3.5.2.3) to combine [0.5,0.8J and [0.3,0.4], the result is [0.5,1] where the width 
of resulting interval is greater than its elementary intervals’. While using interval 
(3.52.4)
[a,b] 0[c,d] = [mn(i,a+c)i min(l,b+d)\ (3.S.2.4)
to combine [0.5,0.8] and [0.3, 0.4] will yield interval [0.8,1] with smaller width.
3.5.3. On the Four Kinds of Operations *, •, ©and ©
Recall that we define the conflicting or non-conflicting supports in parallel 
operation. Hence, the measure of interval may increase if evidences are conflicting 
and decrease if they are not. However, none of the other three types of operations 
make the distinction between conflicting or non-conflicting supports. The significant 
difference between parallel operation (*) and conjunctive ((5\ or disjunctive (® 
operations lies on their identity elements: The former one takes total uncertainty [0,1]
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for its identity, while the latter ones uses [1,1] (that is, perfect true) and [0,0] (that is, 
the falsity) as its identity elements. Note that serial operation has only one-sided 
identity as shown in S2.
The measure of interval is (naturally) assumed to be increasing in serial 
operation. This property also implies that the serial operation could not be composed 
of conjunctive and disjunctive operations whose width of interval may decrease.
However, there is a close connection between the adjunctive use of implication 
operator as stated in Section 3.4.6 and both conjunctive and disjunctive operations. 
For example, by applying (3.5.2.4) to combine information of proposition A, [1-b, 1- 
a], and proposition B, [c, d], we have the interval value forA->B=AvB:
[l-b,l-a]®[c,d] = [min(l,l-b+c),min(l,l-a+d)] (3.5.3.1)
Formula (3.5.3.1) is the interval form of Lukasiewicz implication.
3.6. Inference with Two Rules and a Fact
In this section, we consider the deduction about the certainty range of B when 
information of rule A ->£, rule A(or A-»£) and the fact A are given
A->B [c, d]
A—>5 [u, V]
A [a, b] (or A [1-b, 1-a])
b . [x,y]
Thus, the certainty range of B [x,y] will be the function of information [c,d] , [u,v] and 
| a,b]:
The situation can be visualized with Figure 3.3. According to Figure 3.3, two 
paths are involved: one is composed of information sources A and A->B and the
other One contains information sources A and A—>B. Each path will generate one 
estimation about B. Both estimated intervals are parallelly Combined together. Even 
though the two paths give estimation in parallel, they are not independent. Section
3.6.1 discusses the case when rules are inteipreted as a condition or a statement {that 
is, p(A YB) as in (3.2.1)). Section 3.6.2 considers the case of conditioning rales (that is, 
p(fl | A) as in (3.2.2)).
Figure 3.3. The deduction of B based on information of A -*B, A ->B and A
3.6.1. Rule as a Condition
According to Figure 3.3, by applying serial operation (•) (3.4.4.3) (that is, 
[max(0,a+c-l), d]) to Compute the uncertainty with each path, the resulting interval 
with path A and A -*B is
[a b]? [c,d] = [mmt(0,a+c-l), d] (3.6.1.1)
and the interval with path A and A -*B is
\l-b, 1-a] ’ [m,v] = [max(0,M-b)j v]
Note that (3.6.1.2) is the range of B. The range of B should be
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[l-v,mm(l,l-M+&)]. (3.6.1.2)
When rules A—>2? and A—>J5 are interpreted as AW and AW, proposition B is 
implied by the logic consequences of AA(A -»B) (that is, AAB) and of A AQA —>2?) (that 
is, AAB). As there is no overlapping between the two consequences AAB and AAB, the 
contributions from both paths of Figure 3.3 (that is, A and A—»B, and A and A—W) 
will be considered to have the minimum correlation. Therefore, the belief of B should 
be decided by applying a parallel operation (*) which reflects the maximum 
contribution from the two supports. One way is to take the addition of the two lower 
limits and the complement of the addition operation of the two upper limits:
[a,b] * [c,d] = [mw(l,a+c), mdx(Q,b+d-l)] (3.6.1.3)
Formula (3.6.1.3) Satisfies all axioms A1-A6 Of the parallel Operation.
Using (3.6.1.3) to combine the two estimates of (3.6.1.1) and (3.6.1.2), i.e., 
[max(0,a-i-c-l),d] and [1-v, min(l,l-u+b)], gives the final interval value of B:
[xjj^minihmaxil-Vyd+c-y)), m (3.6.1.4)
The only potential malfunction of (3.6.1.4) occurs when d<l-v due to incorrect value 
assignment. In this case, information of either A—>2? or A—W will be considered 
exclusively. In fact, if either [c,d] or [u,v] is totally uncertain, i.e., [0,1], (3.6.1.4) will 
reduce to interval [max(0,a+c-l), d]^ or [1-v, mm(lii-u+b)Ii.- ' ". ,' '' :’ . ' -
Lower bounds L(A-^B) and L(A -*B) are called the degree of sufficiency and 
necessity of rule A (in the case of detachment operator) as they are required for 
Modus Ponens and Modus Tollens. (Note that upper bounds are not used.) Set both 
upper limits d ^iid v to 1. Formula (3.6.1.4) becomes
(3.6.1.5)
The simplified formula (3.6.1.5) is exactly the result Obtained by (Martin-Clouaire, 
1985; Dubois and Prade, 1985; Bonissone, 1987). Also, by applying Nilsson’s 
methodf one could derive the following equality:
p(B)=p(A)+p(A-*B) + p(B—>A). (3.6.1.6)
The range of p(B), according to eq.(3.6.1.6), is [a+c-v, b+d-u] which is identical to 
(3.6.1.4) if a+c-v and b+d-u are chosen. We discuss the Maximum correlated case in 
Appendix 6.
3.6.2. Conditioning Rule
In the case of conditioning rules, we assume information about A->B, A->B and 
A, i.e., [c,d], [u,v] and [a,b] respectively, is available and we want to find the value for 
the truth of B. We consider two cases. One is p (A)+p (A) < 1, and one is 
p(A)+p(A)= I.
• p(A)+p (A) <1
By applying serial operation (•) (3.4.4.5) [ac, 1-a+ad] to compute the uncertainty with
[a,p] • [c,d] = [ac, \-a+ad] (3.6.2.1)
[1-fi, i-TflJ'r En,v] = [(!-&)«, l-(l-fi)(l-v)]. (3.6.2.2)
t : ...
A;"-’:. 1 1 '..o'.' 0 ;
A—>5 1 0 1 1
b->a i -;i■: ■ o :; 1 \
B 1 0 1 0
where" 1" and "0" denote logic true "T" and false "F", respectively.
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As the information gathered from both paths about proposition B are distinct, 
i.e., p(AAB) and p(AAfi), the parallel operation (*) (3.6.1.3) is still applicable. The 
resulting interval of applying (3.6.1.3) to combine intervals in (3.6.2.1) and (3.6.2.2) is
[x,'y] = [ac+(l—b)u, 1—a(l—d)r-(1—b)(l—v)L (3.6.2.3)
The upper limit of (3.6.2.3) is always greater than the lower limit and hence, the 
conflict will not occur. Interval (3.6.2.3) is reported in (Blockley and Baldwin, 1987) 
also. ■
•p(A)+p(A)= 1.
What has been left out in (3.6.2.3) is the restriction that the two terms p(AaB) and 
p(MB) cannot reach their minimum and maximum at the same time. For example, if 
the value of p(AAB)=ac, (that is, the lower bound of p(A) multiplies the lower bound 
of p(A-»2?)), then p(AA£) will not take the value of (l-b)c, but the value of (l-a)c, 
(that is, the upper bound of p(A) multiplies the lower bound of p(A-»B)). This 
restriction implies the summation of p(A) and p(A) totals 1 always. Equivalently, it 
means that once the value of p(A) is determined so is p(A).
Under this restriction, the formula (3.6.2.3) is modified to
U,y] = [(ac+(\-a)u)> (ad+(l-a)v], (3.6.2.4)
when p(A) takes the value of a, or
fx,y 1 = [(be +(l—b)u), (bd+(l—b)v)]. (3.6.2.5)
when p(A) takes the value of 1-b. The mixed combination are also allowed,
[x,y] — [(flc+(l—a)u), (bd+(l-b)v], (3.6.2.6)
[x,y] — [(i>c+(l—b)u), (dd+(l—a)v], (3.6.2.7)
Thus, total four possible interval formulae are obtained from this constraint. But if we 
are only interested in extreme values for upper and lower limits, we put together the 
four formulae and get formula (3.6.2.8)
Jjc,3>] = [m/n <(ac+(i—a)w),(i>c+Cl—
max((ad+(l-fl)v, (bd+(l-b)v))]. (3,6.2.8)
(3.6.2 8) is identical to the result obtained from sensitivity analysis of (3.4.1) (Smith, 
1965; Dubois and Prade, 1985;Bonissone, 1987). The lower limit of (3.6.2.8) is equal 
to the minimum of lower limits of (3.6.24) and (3.6.2.S) and its upper limit is the 
maximum of the upper limits of (3.6.24) apd (3.6.2.5). Hence, (3.6.2.6) provides a 
more conservative interval (greater width) than formulae (3.6.2.4)-(3.6.2.7) do.
However, this restriction is not necessary. We may relax the constraint of 
equality p(A) + p(A) = 1 to inequality p(A) + p(A) ^ 1 as Shafer s belief function 
theory is applied. Thus, formula (3,6.2.3) is an appropriate serial operation. Also, the 
measure of interval bf formula (3.6.2.3) is greater than that of (3.6.2.6) numerically,
3.7. Belief Combination in a Simple Latticet
The relationship between test data and structure parameters in the structure 
damage assessment is usually presented in the form of a lattice. In this section, we 
discuss the problem of belief combination in a lattice-structured network. In Section
3.7.1, a lattice with single evidence is considered. Two methods are discussed: the 
Bayesian analysis and the proposed decomposition approach. The case of multiple 
evidence will be considered in Section 3.7.2. A case of damage assessment of a beam 
is given in each section. Operations used in sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 of the proposed 
methods are given below:
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operation symbol function
serial ; [ac,l-a+ad], (3.44.5)
parallel 1 *i TP rule, (2.8)
parallen *2 [min(l,a+c),max(0,b+d-l)], (3.6.1.3)
t In this section, the belief associated with the rule A->B is defined as p (B | A). This is 
different from the interpretation p (A —>B ) used elsewhere.
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conjunctive © [max(0,a+c-1 ),min(b,d)]> (3.5.1.3)
disjunctive © [max(a,c),min(l,b+d)], (3.5.2.3)
The first parallel operation is used to combine a pair of independent evidences, while 
the secpnd one is used to deal with highly correlated evidences.
3.7,1. Lattice with Single Evidence
Figure 3.4 (a) elucidates a directed lattice-structured dependency graph for 
structure damage assessment. In this graph, G represents the cracking state of a beam 
which is assessed by the factors of cracking state in sheer domain (S) and cracking 
state in flexure domain (F). In the meanwhile, the damage in shear domain and flexure 
domain is based on the measure of the severity of corrosion (C). The proposition 
variable E indicates the truth that PH value in the environment is high.
The goal is to calculate beliefs of propositions G, F, S and C based on the 
presence of E. Especially, we like to know p(G|E). Use G,- as a two-valued variable 
for global cracking state to a beam, that is, G; can be either G or G. Similarly, 
notations Fj, S; and C; are used for F, F, S, S, and C, C.
'3.74.1* Bayesian Analysis
Bayes’ rule is an useful analytic tool in formulating the causal relationship 
between the evidence and the goal proposition. In the case of lattice structure as 
shown in Figure 3.4 (a), we assume that the a priori probability p (Gi), and conditional 
probabilities about links, that is, p(Fi \Gj), p(S,jG;), p{Ci\Fj), p(Ci\Sj) and 
p (E I Cj) are given. Also assuming that the belief of a node in the lattice will only be 
affected by beliefs of its adjacent ones.
3.7.I.I.I. Computation Steps









p(G,E)= X p(G,Fi,Sj,Ck,E) (3.7.1.2)
. . Fi,SpCk
The immediate goal is to compute these /? (G,F/,5jf,Q,£)’s, Take p(G,F,S,C,E) as an 
example,
p(G,F,S,C,E)= p(GFSC) p(GFS) p(G>F) p(G)-P^
The first term is assumed to be equal to p(E \C), because impacts
pyCjiFySyCj
n (C F C i^Y
from G, F and S to E are blocked by C. The second term is assumed to■ p(G,t,s)
be equal to p (C \F,S), because impact from G to C is blocked by F and S. The third 
term is ^ ^P^1 from F to S is not completely blocked by G. It’s
possible to connect F to S via path F-G-S. However, we may simplify the third and
the fourth terms into (3.7,1.4):
p(G,F,S) p(GyF) _ p(G,F,S) __/c, C1^N
P,c.F) p<aT-^ar-pit-slC!' (3.7.1.4)
The fifth term is p(G). Values of the first term p(E|G) and the a priori probability p(G) 
are given. In order to calculate p(G|E), we need estimate values of p(C|F,S) and 
p(F,S|G) based on given quantities.
• Value of p(F,S|G)
p (F,S | G)<p (F | G) (Renyi, 1970), (3.7.1.5)
p(F,S \G)<p(S\G). ; (3.7.1.6)
(3.7.E5) and (3.7.1,6) implies that
p{F,S |G)<min\p{F\G),p(S |G)3. (3.7.1.7)
Also,
p (F,S | G)<p (S | G). (3.7.1.8)
(3.7.1.8) implies that
P (F I G)-p (F,S | G)<l-p (S | G) 
<&p(F,S\G)>p(FlG)+p(S\F)-l
Therefore,
p(F,S | G) > max[0,p (F \ G)+p (S | G)-l] 
for non-negative value of p(F,S|G). (3.7.1.7) and (3.7.1.10) imply that 
max[0, p(F \G)+p(S |G)-l] <p(F,S\G)< ndn\p(F\G), p(S |G)]
• Value of p(C|F,S)
p (C,F,S) < min [p (C,F), p (C,S)]
(3.7.1.12) implies that
p(C,F,S) ':rinrP(C,F) p(F) p(C,S) p(S) 







^ p (F,C)+p (S,C)-p (C) <p (C,F,5)
Dividing both sides of (3,7.1.16) by p(F,S) yields
p(F,C) .p(S,C) p{C) p(C,F,Sy 
P (F,S) p(F,S) p(F,S) p(F,S)
p(F,C) .p(5,C) p(C) ^p(C,F,S) 













(3.7.1.14) and (3.7.1.18) imply that
max\0,pm (3.7.1.19)
'■ P\t^)
-: -: ■-V^=: i
According to (3.7.1.11)^ the v4iJ§ of p(F,$) is bounded by
(3.7.1.20)






e [!,«»). Thus, in general the value of p(C|F,S)
3.7.I.I.2. Consistency of Value Assignments
It should be noted that in (3.7.1.19) p(C|F,S) noi only depends on p(CIF) and 
p(C|S) but also depends on those a priori probabilities p(G) (given), p(F), p(S), p(C) 
and p(F,S). Quite often, equal priors are used, that is p(F)=p(S)=p(C)=0.5. However, 
the equal prior assumption may lead to inconsistency in value assignments. Take 
p(C)=0.5 as an example (p(G) is not necessarily equal to 0.5), two problems arise:
(pi) As the link information p(F, | Gj) and p(C |F,) are known, we could compute 
p(C) in terms of these link information and p(G). But, will the computed value of p(C) 
be equal to 0.5? In addition, p(C) can be computed from either path G-F-C or path 
G-S-C. Different paths may yield different values for p(C).
(p2) There could be two values assigned to the same term. For instance, p(E) can be 
computed by either
p(E)=p(E |G)p(G)+p(E [G)p(G), or , ^ (3.7.1.21)
p(E)=p(E \C)p(C)+p(E\C)P(C) (3.7.1.22)
Values of (3.7.1.21) and (3.7.1.22) can be different.
To avoid the difficulty in consistent value assignments, the method discussed in 
(Spiegelhalter, 1987) requires all information about joint probabilities /? (G/.F/.S*), 
p(Fi,Sj,Ck) and p(Ci,Ej). However, the acquisition of all joint probabilities is not 
feasible in general.
Because p(F), p(S) and p(C) do not have direct influences on the computation of 
p(GjE), hence, only the value of p(G) will be used in the following discussion. Also,
instead of assigning value to p(F,S), we use ratios , ahd -
p(F,S) p(F,S) p(F,S)
p(E) will be computed according to (3.7.1.21).
3.7,1.13. The Limits of p(G|E)
Note that in (3.7.1.1) the term p(G,E) and the term p(G,E) are correlated. Take 
p(G,F,S,C,E) (the element of p(G,E)) and p(G,F,S,C,E) (the element of p(G,£)) as an 
example,
p{GJ^,S,C,E)^(mpiFMG)p(C\F,S)pmC) (3.7.1.23)
p (G,F,S,C,E)=p (G)p (F,S | G)p (C \F,S)p(E |C). (3.7,1.24)
Terms p(C|F,S) and p(E|C) are common in (3.7.1.23) and (3.7.1.24). Expand (3.7.1.1) 
into the form (3.7.1.25);
p(G)p(Fi,Sj | G)p (Ck |FhSj)p(E | Ck)
p(G \E)= w ..(3.7.1.25)
F'.SjA




with constraints Note that *,• stands for the common part
■p (C* [FiiSj)p(E |A), di stands for '":p(G)pXFuSj \G). ^ahd ft,- stands for 
p (G)p (Fi,Sj | G) in (3.7.1.25), Total 8 terms are under the summation as three binary 
variables F/, 5y and Q ^e involved.
Consider the case of calculating the maximum value of p(G|E). We need to 
know the values for aj’s, fe,?s and jc,’s. As (3.7.1.26) is. a monotonical function of
'EfliXi, the value of a,- should be chosen as large as possible (thatis, \etp(Fj,Sj|G) be
8 ■■■■ ; ' V : v"';;v"' ■ ; •' ;■ -
equal to min\p{Fi \G),p (Sj | G)]). Assuming that p(Fi,Sj\G) is equal to 
min [p(Fi |G), p(Sy | G)] as well. (Of course, p (Fi,Sj | G) can take other values.) The 
denominator and numerator of (3.7.1.26) can be described as hyperplanes over 
coordinates *i,..jcg. The maximum ratio of (3.7.1.26) occurs at the boundary of the 
region formed by Ui <xt <v,-. It can be shown that the maximum ratio is achieved 
when jr,’s take the smallest values. Thus, for instance, p(C|F,.S) will take the value
of max [0, p(C \F)+p (G | S)- j (that is, the lower bound of (3.7.1.19)).
p(t,b)
3.7.I.I.4. Numerical Computation







p(C | F)=0.2 p(CjS)=0.3











The range of p(G,F,S,C,E) is determined by the following values:
(1) p(E|C)=0.9
(2) p(C|F,S) (3.7 1,19)
max[0,0.8+0,7-1.25]<p(C|F,S)<min[l, 0.8x2,0.7x 2]
<«. 0.25 < p(C|F,S) < 1
(3) p(F,S|G) (3.7.1.11)
max[0,0.6+0.7-1]< p(F,S|G) <min[0.6,0.7] 
o 0.3 < p(F,S|G) < 0.6
(4) p(G)=0.5
Therefore, the value contributed to the upper bound of p(G|E) from p(G,F,S,C,E) is 
0.9x0.25x0.6x0.5=0.0675. Similarly, the contribution to the lower bound of p(G|E) is 
0.9x1x0.3x0.5=0.135. By computing (3.7.1.25), finally, we have the range of p(G|E) 
as 0.51 <p(G|E)< 0.78.
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3.7.1.L5. Discussion
In this example, link information indicates high dependency among variables. 
Hence, we expect an increase in the belief of cracking state of a beam. The result is in 
accordance with Our expectation: the range 0.51-0.78 is higher than the initial value 
0.5.
But if we do not have the information about parameters such as PXC) ■, then
p(F>S)
these parameters have to be allowed to vary over the entire range. Then the 
corresponding interval will become very wide and hence, hardly provide useful 
information. We propose an alternative method which needs less information and 
yields reasonable interval values.
3.7.I.2. Decomposition Approach
In this approach, we assume that those link information are given.
A path in a directed graph is defined as a connection between ancestor nodes and 
their descendant nodes without a cycle. For example, C-F-G forms a path. The 
proposed strategy is to exercise the serial operation (•) along every independent path 
in the network to estimate the certainty range of the goal state. After that, the parallel 
operations (*i) and (*2) are applied to integrate these estimates about the goal state. 
The implementation is carried out by decomposing the network of Fig 3.4(a) into 
singly connected ones by instantiating the shared variable C (Pearl 1986) as shown in 
Figure 3.4(b), The computation proceeds as follows:
Step 1, Decomposing the networks into singly connected ones.
Step 2. Serially combining values of each independent branch.
Step 3. Integrating estimates from all branches and sub-graphs.
According to Step 1, Figure 3.4(a) breaks down into two tree-like sub-networks as in 
Figure 3.4(b). The proposition variable C takes truth assignment true and false in 
each sub-network, respectively. The influence of factors F and S on the certainty 
range of hypothesis G is computed independendy as C blocks the pathway F, C and S:
P(G ICj) = Q>(G |F<) • P(Fi ICj)) * 10>(G 15.) • p(5t \Cjj) (3.7.1.27)
■ ' * . *2 2
After that, we average the results in terms of the prior information about proposition C 
and its negation C, i.e., p (C | E) and p (C | E):
p(G |E) = Jp(G \Cj) •p(Cj\E) (3.7.1.28)
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3.7.1.2.L Computation Steps
We describe the computation below and show steps in Figure 3.5. As shown in 
Figure 3.4(b), the first step is to compute the uncertainties with the four independent 
paths. The second step is to integrate those values of each path.
Denote the independent paths as Gl, G2, G3 and G4. Let’s take path G1 (C-F- 
G) for instance. If we use serial operation (•) to combine p (G |F) with p (F \ C) and 
p(G |F) with p (F | C), the results are p (G\F) (F | C) and p(G jF) 'p(F\ C), 
respectively, which, then, are combined by using parallel operation (3.6.1.3) as they 
are maximum correlated. The result obtained from (3.6.1.3) (denoted as gl) can be 
interpreted as the averaging contribution made by the factor F to the belief of 
hypothesis G given the evidence C. This step is shown in the following data list:
data
Gl. p (GIF) 'p(F\C) 
p(G\F)-pmO
G2 piG 15) p (S j C) 
p(G\S)-p(S\C)
G3- P (G | F) • p (FJ C)









p (G,S j C) 
p(G,S\C)
Combine the results in Gl, G2, G3 and G4 to give gl, g2, g3 and g4.
Next, compute the uncertainty associated with each sub-network. Take the left 
sub-network as an example. To group gl and g2 by using the parallel operation (TP 
rule) will yield gl’g2. Recall that the TP rule is used to combine a pair of independent 
pieces of supports. The impact of F on hypothesis G given C, and the impact of S on 
hypothesis G given C are viewed as independent supports in this approach and hence,
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We take the effect of prior information, i.e., p (C\E) and/?(C |i?), into account. 
The serial operation (•) is applied to combine the gl*g2(g3*g4) with p{C\E) ( 
P(C\E)):
p(G|S)=[0.6,0.8] p(G|5)^[0.1, 0.8] 
p(G|F)=[0.7,0.9] p(G|F)=[0.1, 0.8]
^ p(S[C)=[0.1, 0.3] p(S|Q=[0.1,0.8]
p(F|G)=[0.8,0.9] p(F|C)=[0.i, 0.8] 
p(C|£)=[0.9,0.95] p(C |£)=[0.05,0.1]





(2) p(G,C|E)= [0.55,0.87] 
p(G,C | E)= [0.01,0.995]
The result of p(G|E) based on decomposition approach is [0.56,0.87].
data result
(gl *g2) -p(C \E) 




Assuming the link information is given below;
The interval value [0.56, 0.87] indicates that the cracking state of the beam is 
likely to be severe as the whole interval belongs to the upper half [0.5, 1]. Because 
link information of p(G|S), p(G|F), p(S|C), p(F|C) and p(C|E) are in the upper half 
[0.5,1] which indicates supportive information, the result [0.56,0.87] is reasonable.
Recall that in the Bayesian case, we get interval "(0.51, 0.78)" assuming the 
additional information about various probabilities as mentioned in subsection 
3.7.1.1.4. Thus, the decomposition approach yields reasonable result with much less 
information. Another advantage of using decomposition approach is that it Can be 
applied to deal with tangled networks without the need to resort to the computation 
complexity of Bayesian formulation (3.7.1.1).
3.0.1. Multiple Evidence
A network often has more than one piece of evidence involved. The damage of a 
beam (G) is assessed by the factors of corrosion (C) and overstress (O). The severity 
of the two factors can be estimated by conducting Cracking pattern (CP) and concrete 
core (CC) tests. Thus, node G denotes the goal, nodes C and O are intermediate states,
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and CC and CP denote experimental results as shown in
Figure 3.6. This figure shows the lattice-structured dependency relation 
between the damage state of a beam and two test results.
G: damage
C: corrosion O: overstress
CC: concrete CP: cracking 
_____pattern
is to estimate the certainty range
• Computing all evidences at the same time.
One way to compute the multiple evidences problem: 
of the goal hypothesis based on both evidences at the same time. In this case both 
evidence are considered at the same time. We evaluate the beliefs of damage of 
corrosion, arid of overstress based on two tests ouiputs (that is, concrete core and 
cracking pattern), respectively; Then, the global damage of the beam is estimated.
# Computing with one evidence at a time 
The other alternative is to evaluate the goal by taking one evidence into account at a 
time. In the case of one evidence at a time, the global damage of the beam based on 
the two experimental outputs is obtained from combining values of (1) global damage 
estimated according to cracking pattern test and (2) global damage estimated 
according to concrete core test. In Other words, the value of p (G \CC,CP) is 
computed by using the parallel operation (TP rule) to aggregate values of p (G | CC) 
andp(G \ CP).
Two approaches are discussed below:
3.O.I.I. Computation Steps
The goal is to compute the value of p (G | CC, OP) based on link information.
Case 1. Multiple-evidence method (3.7.2.1).
Suppose the two experimental results, CC and CP, 
The evaluation formula for this case is given in (3.7.2
p(G\CC,CP) = sl*2s2 
The si and s2 are given in (3.1.22) and (3.12.3), res; 
sl = (\p(d\CC)*ip(P\CPX
are considered at the same time. 








Start with computing the belief of factors C and O based upon the two 
experimental results:
data result




The computation Will proceed according to the strategy given in EXAMPLE 1 if 
the information p (G [ C), p (G \ O), p (G \ C) and p (G \ O) are provided. As the value 
of p (G | C, 0) is explicitly given, it is necessary to take alternative measures.
It needs to determine the certainty range of the compound statement CM) based 
on the test data. The conjunctive operation ((2) is applied to compute 
p(C,01 CC,CP). Thus, one possible estimation about the hypothesis G based on the 
two test results CC and CP is obtained from applying serial operation (•) to combine 
p (C,01 CC,CP) withp (G | C,0).
On the other hand, the evaluation of hypothesis G is carried out along with two 
paths, i.e., CCaCP-C-G and CCaCF-O-G. Serial operation (•) is used to compute 
piC \CC,CP)Ap (G |C) and p {O |CC,CP)'p(G \O). Because result of either one of 
the two paths could lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis "the damage of the 
beam is severe" is true, therefore, we apply the disjunctive operation (0 to combine 
the uncertainty associated with the two paths:
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data result / ^
si pdc\c€,cpy&io\cc,cp) p(ck>\cc,cp)
p(c*o\cc,cpyp(G \c,0) p(GACisa\cc,cp)
s2 pic\CC, CPyp(G\C) p(Gf€\CC,CP)
p(0\CC,CPyp{G\0) p(GK)\CC,CP)
p (GAC ICC,CP)<Sp (GAO! CC,CP) p(GKCvO)\CC,CP)
Thus, computation based on information p(G | C,G) yields p (GaCaG J CC,CP)
(in si), while the one based on information p(G|C) and p(G\0) comes Out 
p(GA(CY0) |CC,CP) (in s2). The final step is to combine results of si and s2 with 
(3.6.1.3), The computation is shown in Figure 3.7.
Case 2. Single-evidence method (3.7.2.4).
The second alternative is to compute the certainty range of the global damage to the 
beam based on one experimental result at a time. The evaluation formula for this case 
is given in (3.7.2.4):
p (G | CC,CP) =p (G | CC) * r p(G | CP) (3.7.2,4)
The value ofp (G | CC) is shown in (3J.2.5):
p(G | CC) = [ (p(0 I CC) • p (G | O)) ©(p (C |CC)-p(G IC))] (3.72.5)
*2 [ (p (CI CC) ®p (O | CC)) • p (G | C,0) ]
p (G | CF) is identical to (3.7.2.5) with CP substituting CC.
The network of Figure 3.6 is changed to two simple lattice-structured networks 
as in Figure 3.4(a). One encompasses nodes G, C, O and CC; the other one contains 
nodes G, C, O and CP. By comparing (3.7.2.5) with (3.7.2.1), it can seen that both 
formula possess the same computation procedures except (3.7.2.1) containing two 
experimental results CC and CP while (3.7.2.5) containing only experimental result 
CC. Lastly, we combine the two estimates provided by two simple lattices in means
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of parallel operation (TP rule).
3.7.2.2. Numerical Calculation
In Figure 3.6, high dependency between the goal state and each intermediate 
state is assumed so that beliefs associated with rules are described as follows:
p(G\C) [0.9,1]
p(G\0) [0.9,0.95]
The information about impacts of C and O on hypothesis G is assumed known also:
p(G\C,0) [0,0.1]
The small value of belief means that if the corrosion is not severe and the overstress is 
not high, then the global damage to the beam is very unlikely to be severe.
The data sets that indicate the beliefs of links, which connect the test results and 






Assume that the beliefs of O based on CC and CP are equal to the negation of beliefs 
of O. For example, the belief interval of p(0 \ CP) in the first data set is [0.01, 0.1]. 
The data set shows both tests confirm the severity of corrosion and overstress. The 
goal is to estimate the value of p (G \ CC, CP).
Intuitively, for the first data set, the computed belief interval should reflect the 
high certainty about the severity of a beam damage. The method of Case 1 yields the
result [0.93,0.997] which is in tune with the intuition: The interval has a small width 
and indicates an extremely high degree of belief in the damage. The interval Obtained 
from Case 2 method is [0.91^0.997]. This value agrees with the result of Case 1.
Nevertheless, it is possible to differentiate the two approaches by the following 
data sets: v
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set 2 set 3 set 4
v(CP-»C) = [0.9,0.99] [0.9,0.99] [0.01,0.1]
v(CP->0) = [0.01,0.1] [0.01,0.1] [0.01,0.1]
v(CC-»C) = [0.9,0,99] [0.01,0.1] [0.01,0.1]
v(CC—»0) = [0.01,0.1] [0.9,0.99] [0.01,0.1]
The second set of data shows that both test results support the state of corrosion. The 
third data set gives the conflicts in test results where the result of the cracking pattern 
test supports the corrosion, while the result of the concrete core test supports the 
overstress. The last data set indicates that the degrees of corrosion and overstress are
According to the evidence first strategy (2.7.2.1), we would expect the grade of 
damage of the beam computed from the second data set to be high as both test outputs 
confirm that the corrosion of the beam is severe. Because the third set of data shows 
the conflict in test results, the obtained belief interval of the goal state is assumed to 
have large width. While both test results indicate insignificance of the corrosion and 
overstress of the beam as shown in the fourth data set, a low belief in the severity of 
the damage of the beam can be inferred. Intervals obtained from {2.1.23) for those 
data sets are listed accordingly as follows:
data set 2 set 3 set 4
result [0.9,0.997] [0.1,0.92] [0,0.03]
The second set, [0.9,0.997], also shows a fairly high degree of belief in damage. 
The large width of the belief interval of the third set, [0.1, 0.92], indicates the 
conclusion is indecisive. The last set, [0,0.03], shows slight damage to the beam.
Intervals obtained from (3.7.2.4) of data set 2 to 4 are listed as follows:
data set 2 set 3 set 4
result [0.9,0.997] [0.9,0.93] [0,0.04]
According to the results, it clearly indicates that (3.7.2.4) cannot distinguish the 
results computed from using data set 2 and 3. The reason is that in the lattice formed 
by test result CC, C, O and G, there is a strong connection between the test result and 
the damage of the beam, i.e, CC-C-G for data set 2 and CC-O-G for data set 3. 
Similarly, in the lattice formed by test result CP, C, O and G, the strong connection is 
CP-C-G for both data sets 2 and 3. Therefore, the certainty range of hypothesis G 
obtained from both lattices are high no matter whether data set 2 or 3 is used. The 
result are [0.9, 0.997] and [0.9, 0.93] which conclude that the damage of the beam is 
severe for both data sets. The single-evidence method totally ignore the effect due to 
conflicting experimental results with regard to the damage of overstress and corrosion. 
Consequently, the strategy of Case 1 (the multiple-evidence) is preferred to the 
strategy of Case 2 (single-evidence) in dealing with multiple evidence.
3.8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we analyze the problem of belief combination over a lattice- 
structured network. Several possible ways can be taken to combine beliefs over a 
lattice network. Among those possibilities, some strategies are emphasized. The
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implementation of strategies involves four types of operation, namely, the parallel, 
serial, conjunctive, and disjunctive. We have presented the formalism which allows 
the implementation of combining rules for the four types of operation.
: In/:;$€aial.'^operation, • because the possibility that incoherent (probability) 
assignments occur when new evidence presents and the inadequacy of point-valued 
representation that it cannot describe the condition of indetermination embedded in 
Boolean logic, we formalize the relationship between the belief of consequent and 
beliefs of the fact tod the rule in the form of basic properties. We give justification of 
some derived rules, and point out the difference between these derived rules and 
formulae obtained from adjunctive use of implication. The adjunctive view has 
connection with conjunctive and disjunctive operations. The conjunctive and 
disjunctive operations are dual if the functions S(.,.) and T(.,.) are dual. The difference 
of characteristics of the four operations afe discussed on the basis of their fundamental 
properties.
Bayesian method for handling uncertain evidence is known as Jeffrey’s rule with 
which one can compute the belief of a proposition in the face of new evidences. By 
viewing this rule as a simple lattice graph, we show how it is handled by means of 
serial and parallel operations. The discussion of Jeffrey’s rule is useful to the 
decomposition method of belief propagation over a network.
In the case of belief propagation over a simple lattice, computation was carried 
out in terms of Bayesian method and decomposition method. Results of both method 
lead to the same conclusion about the hypothesis. As the value of some unknown 
parameters vary, Bayesian approach will easily yield wide interval which indicates 
little information contained. Decomposition method is able to generate reasonable 
interval values and requires less information. For small-scaled networks and with 
sufficient information Bayesian method can be used due to its simple formulation, but 
for relatively large-scaled networks decomposition method is preferred because the 
simplicity of Bayesian formulation is no longer true.
In the case of multiple evidence, we compare two approaches, namely, the 
Multiple-evidence and Single-evidence. When data uniformly support the damage of
corrosion is severe and overstress is high, the results obtained from three methods 
conform with each other. However, when estimates to corrosion and estimates to 
overstress are conflicting, results are significantly different. It turns out that results of 
Multiple-evidence method and Bayesian method agree with each other. Single­
evidence method is appealing as it is able to change its connections to several simple 
lattices. However, it fails to distinguish between certain conflicting data sets. 
Multiple-evidence method is also based on decomposition technique. As the results 
obtained from Multiple-evidence are reasonable in all data sets, the Multiple-evidence 







Figure 3.4 (a). Binary proposition variables G, S, F, C and E denote global 
damage, Shear domain damage, flexure domain damage, corrosion state and
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Domain expert knowledge is expressed in the form of an if-then rule with belief 
associated. There are at least two interpretations of the belief: the belief associated 
with the truth of consequent part of the rule and the belief associated with the truth of 
the implication statement (that is, the entire rule). Both interpretations should be 
considered. In many realistic situations, as information available to the decision is 
lacking, interval-valued belief representation is preferred in the discussion.
Domain knowledge is mapped to a graph model to describe the causal 
relationships among proposition variables. Reasoning about the truth of a proposition 
in the knowledge base is viewed as combining beliefs associated with links over the 
graph. Reasoning in the knowledge base is summarized in different types of inference 
rales. Each type of inference characterizes an operation for belief computation over 
the graph.
Basically, three types of inference rules are needed. Given two if-then rules, we 
deduce the logical consequence in the following form: (1) the combination of 
antecedents of two rales (with the same consequent); (2) the combination of two rules 
with the consequent of one rale identical to the antecedent of the other rule; (3) the 
combination of consequents of two rales (with the same antecedent). Thus, distinct 
operations could be elicited from the three type of inference rales. The corresponding 
operations are the parallel operation, the serial operation and the
In terms of point-valued belief, the properties of conjunctive and disjunctive 
operations have been well-documented. The interval-valued conjunctive and 
disjunctive operations is an extension of point-valued case as it has the same logical 
interpretation as the point-valued case does. Thus, the lower limit is obtained from its 
components’ lower limits and the upper limit is computed by its components’ upper 
limits. Note that the same operation is applicable to both belief interpretations.
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The parallel operation is referred to as evidence combination in some places. 
We foCus the attention on the belief interpretation that belief is associated with the 
truth of the consequent first. Theories and techniques to deal with evidence 
combination involve the DS theory and its variations. However, evidences are not 
always independent and consonant to each other. On the contrary, they might be 
conflicting or dependent. How do we evaluate the operations? They should possess 
some basic properties like associativity, commutativity, and etc. When two evidences 
(assuming independent) are conflicting, regarding the width of interval as a measure 
of uncertainty, the uncertainty of resulting interval is expected to be greater than the 
uncertainty of its components’. When two evidences are not in conflict, the 
uncertainty of final interval should be reduced. We proposed a method to interpret 
belief combination within a geometrical model (hence, not confined to the DS table 
form). We compare two operations obtained from the proposed approach with the 
interval Bayes and DS rules by using various types of evidences. Results show that 
the proposed rules, like interval Bayes rule, may increase the width when evidences 
are conflicting, and like D-S rule, may decrease the width when they are not. When 
evidences are dependent (not conflicting), the combination of dependent evidences by 
DS formula would overestimate the final result. The suggested construction method 
also allows one to modify the derived rules to cope with dependent evidences without 
loss of those fundamental properties. Several applications show that the modified 
Bayesian method and the modified proposed-rule provide results as expected when 
evidences are dependent. Note that, in the case of belief interpretation that belief is 
associated with the implication statement, the parallel operation is identical to the 
disjunctive operation.
The serial operation is used in a deductive manner. The results of deductive 
inference vary according to different logic system (that is, the (Bayesian) probability, 
die probabilistic logic, the many-valued logic approach and etc.) used. Techniques to 
deal with interval-valued deductive inference are to compute the lower limit of the 
logical consequence based on its components’ lower limits and the upper limit of the 
logical consequence by subtracting the lower limit of the negation of the logical 
consequence from 1. (However, this procedure is not an interval-valued operation.) 
How do we evaluate the serial operations? First the serial operations are expected to 
possess some properties which are independent of the logic systems used. For 
example, impacts of the fact and the rule on the logical consequence are non­
symmetry: the rule is the only component which carries direct information about the 
logical consequence. Secondly, the serial operations are expected to deal with 
dependency between propositions and sometimes incoherent value assignments. We 
give justification of some rules obtained from these properties.
What are the fundamental differences among the four operations? Recall that we 
define the conflicting or non-conflicting supports in parallel operation. Hence, the 
measure of interval may increase if evidences are conflicting and decrease if they are 
not. However, none of the other three types of operations make the distinction 
between conflicting or non-conflicting supports. The significant difference between 
parallel operation and conjunctive or disjunctive operations lies on their identity 
elements: The former one takes total uncertainty [0,1] for its identity, while the latter 
ones uses [1,1] (that is, perfect true) and [0,0] (that is, the falsity) as its identity 
elements. Note that serial operation has only one-sided identity as shown in S2. The 
measure of interval is (naturally) assumed to be increasing in serial operation. This 
property also implies that the serial operation could not be composed of conjunctive 
and disjunctive operations whose width of interval may decrease. However, there is a 
close connection between the adjunctive use of implication operator (as stated in
Section 3.4.6) and both conjunctive and disjunctive operations.
What changes should be made to the interval value of a logical consequence if 
more than one relevant rules are presented? Recall that, in Boolean logic, if the rule is
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true for certain, and if the antecedent is true, then the consequent is inferred to be true. 
But nothing can be inferred if antecedent is false. Assuming that additional rules 
convey information from the negation of the antecedent to the consequent. Thus, 
there are two paths to infer the value of the logical consequence. The dependency 
between the two paths must be taken into account. The discussion indicates the 
significant advantage of using graph representation and appropriate operations in the 
computation. When belief is interpreted as conditioning probability, two cases should 
be distinguished: one is the summation of belief of the fact and the belief of its 
negation total 1, and the other is to relax the constraint.
We analyze the problem of belief combination over a lattice-structured network 
with single as well as multiple evidences. In the case of belief propagation over a 
lattice with single evidence, computation was carried out in terms of Bayesian method 
and decomposition method. It turns out Bayesian method has a simple formulation if 
the network is not very complicated. However, in Bayesian approach we need 
information about joint probabilities. Because we do not know these values, we have 
to vary the assumed values over entire range. The resulting intervals of Bayesian 
method are often very wide and therefore not useful. In addition, when more 
variables are involved, the analysis of Bayesian approach becomes very complicated. 
The decomposition method need less information and takes the advantage of changing 
lattice networks into tree-like structures and hence, it is appropriate for more 
entangled networks. In the case of multiple evidence, two methods, namely, the use 
of evidence one at a time (one-at-a-time) and the use of evidences at the same time 
(at-a-same-time) are stated. From data analysis, it indicates that one-at-a-time method 
fails to distinguish between certain conflicting data sets and hence, should be avoided. 
At-the-same-time method takes the advantage of decomposition approach. In 
addition, results obtained from the latter method are reasonable.
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4.2. Future Work
We envision the operation of large-scaled knowledge-based systems as the
immediate research work. Almost all proposed network propagation algorithms suffer 
from high complexity (NP-hard) in computation for a more complicated graph. Also 
a large-scaled system contains multiple modes of reasoning subsystems. Difficulties
arise from consistency evaluation, validate explanation, system revision and etc. The 
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We will show that under conditional independence and equal prior assumptions 
the IB rule is identical to Kyburg’s formulation. Assume a system contains three 
variables A, B and C. What will be the belief of A given B and C?
• IB rule :
Assume the range of beliefs p(A'|B) and p(A|C) are (aj, bi) and (a? , b2) 
respectively. The IB rule is
aia2 bib2
aia^+Cl-a! ><1—a2> ’ bib2+(l—biXl—b2)
• Kyburg’s convex Bayesian conditionalization
The updating procedure evaluates the minimum and the maximum of Bayesian 
conditional probability
Appendix 1: IB rule and Kyburg’s convex set approach
[minp(A | B,C), maxjp(AjB,C);j
p(A,B,C) 1 max ’ ]
P(B,C)
(A 1.2)
where p(.) is a probability measure belongs to a closed set of classical probability 
function Sp defined over the elements of the universe set 0. The universe set is 
composed of eight elements in terms of three variable systems, namely, 
{AABAC, AABAC, AABAC, AABAC, AABAC, AABAC, AABAC, AABAC}. There are potentially 
28-l mass assignments for eight elements! Hence Kyburg’s formulation is very
computation expensive.
Irt kyburg’s formulation^ all properties of classical probability hold in Sp and the 
value of each probability measure is determined by those mass assignments. For 
example, by assumptions of conditional independence, conditional independence on 
negation and equal prior,
Kl. p(A)=0.5
K2. p(C | A,B) = p(C | A)
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K2. p(C | A,B) = p(C | A),
the lower limit in eq.(A1.2) becomes
, p(A,B,Q min r -
P(B,C)




p(G | A)p(A,B)+p(C j A)p(A,B) 
p(C,A)p(A,B)
p(C, A)p(A, B)+p(C, A)p(A, B) ’ 
p(A 1 B)p(A | C)
P(A | B)p(A | C)+p(A | B)p(A | C) 
P(A | B)p(A | C)
by K2 & K3 
by K1 
dividing p(B) & p(C)
(1—P(A J B))(l-p(A | C))+p(A | B)p(A IC) 
Hence, eq.(A1.2) is equal to
P(A | B)p(A | C)
(A 1.3)
[min
(l-p(A | B))(l—p(A | C))+p(A | B)p(A IC)’ 
P(A | B)p(A | Q
(A 1.4)
max
(l-p(A I B))(l-p(A | QHp(A | B)p(A | Q ]
or v
[min • ■ V 1 max ■ 1 ■ ------—] (A1.5)
P(A|B) p(A|0 p(A|B) p(A|Q
From eq.(A1.5), it can be seen that the minimum (the maximum) of eq. (A 1.2) occur 
when p(A | B) and p(A [ C) reach their minimum (maximum). Let the range of p(A |B) 
and p(A | C) determined from mass assignments be (ai, bi) and (a2, b^) respectively, 
then it can be seen that eq,(Al.l) is identical to eq:(A1.4).
Appendix 2: Properties about IB rule
Some properties of the rules are stated below:
• Interval Bayes Rule
It is highly conservative. To illustrate this consider combining one interval [a,b] with 
another interval [£j, 1—£2], v/hCre £1,62 are small. Clearly the second evidence has little 








a£i ■ £2 ■
l+e2-—L
Tills is Very close to [6,1], and ail the information Contained in the informative 
evidence [a,b] is ignored, no matter how small the interval | b-a | is. Another 
drawback of interval Bayes is that it has "identity" of value 0.5 
[ai,bi]*[0.5,b2]=[a1,b3] regardless of ai.
• Dempster Shafer rule
It does not obey (Bl). Rather it obeys reinforcement for all values. Especially
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[a,bl*[c,d]=[e,f]
j f-e | <min[ | b—a |, | d-c | ], for all a,b,c and d
Appendix 3: On antecedent .disjunctive expression
The range of conditional probability p(H|AVC) can be described in terms of 






Let p(Hj A) be greater than p(H j C), i.e., p(H j A)=max[p(Hj A), p(H| ©].
C Ap 1. p(H I A, G)>p(H | A)
Assumptions p(H | A, C)>p(H | A) and p(H | A)^p(H j C) imply
p(A)p(H,A,C)>p(A,H)p(A,C) (A3.3)
p(G)p(H, A)^p(A)p(H, C) (A3.4)
Adding (A3.3), (A3.4) and the term p(A)p(A,H) together yields
P(G)p(H,A)-p(A,G)p(A,H) + p(A)p(H,A) (A3.5)
> p(A)p(H,C) - p(A)p(H,A,G) + p(A)p(H,A)
Dividing p(A) and p(A)+p(C)-p(A,C) from both sides, (A3.5) implies
p(H|AVC) p(H,A)+p(H, C)-p(H,A,C) p(A)+p(G)-p(A,G|
^ p(H,A) 
" p(A)
- P(H | A),
(A3.6)
while the lower bound of p(H | AVC) can be 0. Continuing with similar procedures, we
have the following results:
CASE 2. p(H | A, C)<p(H | C) 
The lower bound of p(H | AVC) is
p(H | A,C)>p(H | G) (A3.8)
Ill
while the upper bound may be 1.
CASE 3. p(H | A)>p(H j A, C)>p(H | C)
The range of p(H | AVC) is
p(H | A) > p(H | AVC) > p(H | C) (A3.9)
(Proof by contrapositive). Assuming that p(H | AVC) > p(H j A) which implies
p(H,C)-p(H,A,6 ^ P(H,A) 
p(C)-p(A,C) p(A)
(A3.10)
According to (A3.10) and assumption p(H| A)>p(H j A,C), we have:




p(H,C) >.p(H,A,Q (A3 12)
p(C) p(A,C)
The inequality (A3.12) leads to a contradiction with respect to the assumption. Hence, 
the relation p(H j A) > p(H | AVC) is deduced.
By the same token, the result p(H | AVC) >p(H | C) can be deduced also. #
Appendix 4: Functions of T and S
The binary associative functions of negative reinforcement, T(x,y), and of
(44.1)T(j(,y)i=g
S(x.y) = h-1fht'xH-h(y)), 
where g is a monotonically increasing function and h is a monotonically decreasing 




Appendix 5: Serial Operation of the first-order logic




Q(A) '• - ^ (A5.1)
where P,Q are symbols of predicates, A is a constant term, and B is a variable term. In 
fact, property S2 can not be applied to the first-order logic. The negation of the rule is 
jB P(B)A1Q(B), i.e., there exists a B such that B satisfies P(X) and does not satisfy 
Q(X). Hence, the belief of Q(A) is not necessary to be [0,0] even if the belief in P(A) is 
[1,1] and the belief of the rule is [0,0]. Constant B in general is different from constant 
A. The condition S2 needs to be revised to
S2a. [1,1] [1,1]—[1, (A5.2)
S2b. [1,1]-[0,0]=[0,1] (A5.3)
Consequently, the serial type combining rules of the first order logic will be 
different from those of proposition logic. The solutions that satisfy SI, S2a, S2b, S3, 
and S4 can be expressed by the generic forms: [T(a,c),S(b,d>] or [T(a,c),l]. However, 
the intervals derived for the belief based On the first order logic satisfy commutativity.
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Appendix 6: Additional rule A—»B
Assume information about A-»B, [u, v], is available. Interval with path A and 
A-»B is [max(0,a+c-l), d] and interval with path A and A—>B is [1-v, min(l,(l-a)+(l- 
u))] as both values are obtained from serial operation (3.4.4.3)).
Logic consequences AA(A-»B) and AA(A-»B) infer B. As both consequences 
(that is, AAB and AAB) are completely overlapping, therefore, the two supports to 
proposition B are considered as totally correlated. Thus, the belief of proposition B 
should be decided by applying combining rule which reflects the maximum 
dependency between the two supports. We may take the maximum of the two lower 
limits and the minimum of two upper limits:
[a, b] * [c,d] = [max(a,c), min(b,d)]. (A6.1)
Thus, applying (A6.1) to combine intervals [max(0,a+c-l), d] and [1-v, min(l,(l- 
a)+(l-u))] yields the belief interval of proposition B as:
[x,y] = [max(a+c-l, 1-v), min(d, (l-a)+(l-u))]. (A6.2)
Because the lower limit of belief of assertion AAB is expected to be less than the lower 
limit of belief of assertion AVB, i.e. l-v<c, thus l-v<d is inferred. Consequently, there 
is no conflict (inconsistency) in (A6.2).
